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ABSTRACT
MARGARET MCDONALD: The Impact of Social Media on Marketing Strategy;
Insights from Retail Organizations and Consumers
(Under the direction of Dr. Victoria Bush)
The rise in the popularity of social media platforms has been the catalyst for
businesses to take notice of this new marketing tool that facilitates the interaction with
potential target markets. Consumers of all demographics have begun integrating social
media into their everyday lives, recognizing that participating in a social media platform
is an efficient use of their time. No longer is social media only for the young and techsavvy; All markets can find a platform that caters to their interests. Businesses are
having a hard time when trying to figure out how to use social media in a way that
delivers the results they are looking for through their efforts. There are no guidelines out
there for marketers to reference when beginning to implement social media into their
marketing strategy, making it difficult to learn exactly what to do, where to be, and how
to engage their consumers. Social media is still evolving rapidly, new platforms are
created every day and companies need to figure out which platforms to participate in that
would have the largest benefit for their efforts. This study explores current integration of
social media into marketing strategies of retailers as well as the assimilation of social
media into the daily lives of consumers. This study also analyzes consumers’ attitudes
towcirds brands and advertising on social media. Secondary research revealed that more
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businesses are beginning to implement social media marketing practices as they continue
to recognize the importance and value social media can bring to their marketing
strategies, also revealing that many marketers are still trying to learn the right way to use
social media for their goals. Secondary research also revealed that social media has
created a more empowered consumer and new lines of communication between
consumers and companies and between consumers and other consumers. Primary
research included both qualitative in-depth interviews and quantitative surveys, and
exposed that best practices for social media use by companies differs depending on the
company as well as their target market and their company-specific goals. The results of
the quantitative surveys also revealed that consumers do participate in social media to
learn from others to become a more educated consumer and to interact with brands and
companies online, however they do not like when a company over participates on social
media. Recommendations were made based on the results of the primary research to help
companies understand how to utilize social media and successfully communicate with
their target markets online.
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Introduction:
Social media exists to bring people together who share something in common,
such as a relationship or interest in a specific topic, and to form community. Larry
Weber, author of Marketing to the Social Web: How Digital Customer Communities
Build Your Business, argues: “given the human drive for community, it makes sense that
we would evolve and create some kind of digitail social atmosphere” (195). The way
people socialize and interact has been forced to adapt along with everything else in
society. Social media arose out of the development of technology, and as technology
advanced, so did the social media platforms made available to the population. Today,
there is a social media site for almost any kind of communication a person could want to
participate in, pertaining to a variety of topics from solely social purposes to topicspecific blogs and discussion boards. Along with the evolution of social media platforms
has come the importance of social media in the business world. Today, almost every
business is trying to connect with thier customers through some kind of social media,
whether it is a blog, Facebook, Twitter, etc.
When we look at the statistics from September of 2012, it is evident that
consumers have adapted as well to make social media a major part of their lives (Pring):
● “40% of people spend more time socializing online than they do face-to-face”
● “Internet users spend 22.5% of their time social networking”
● “91% of online adults use social media regularly”
● “U.S. internet users spend three times longer on social media and blogs than
email”
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With this increase in consumers' time spent on social media, it only makes sense that
businesses have tried to adapt as much as possible to communicate with their target
markets in this new form of media. However, while many businesses recognize the
importance of incorporating social media into their marketing tactics, they are still uneasy
about using it. Many businesses are still unsure how to use social media in a way to
obtain the kind of engagement they are looking for from their target market.
Since social media is still so new, especially its use for business purposes, many
marketers are continuing to fully educate themselves in the best practices and different
kinds of platforms out there. Some of the questions I am looking to answer through this
research pertain to the same kind of information that marketers today are trying to
understand for themselves.
This study analyzes the use of social media platforms by both consumers and
industries. Specifically, this study focuses on what kind of social media platforms
consumers of different demographics use most often, how they use it, and the impact that
can have on business’ marketing strategies, as well as exploring whether the types of
social media a company should utilize in their marketing efforts differs depending on the
classification of industry. This research will show the importance of integrating social
media into marketing strategies. Guidelines will be created based on the results found
outlining how companies should integrate social media into their marketing strategies.
Secondary research was collected to describe existing uses of social media from
both consumer and business perspectives, to find trends already evolving in social media
use, and to illustrate how businesses are currently using social media in their marketing
strategies. Primary data collection took place in the form of online surveys distributed to
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consumers who currently participate in social media and in-depth interviews. The indepth interviews were conducted with three specific target groups of business. The first
target group included social media marketing firms to see a “big picture’' point of view of
how multiple kinds of industries utilize social media today and to learn more about larger
trends or evolutions within social media that they have witnessed. The second target
group included web-based retail providers to start narrowing in on a point of view of
social media to see how they utilize social media and interact with their customers
through it. The third target group included physical retailers using social media to get a
specific point of view of how they utilize social media to reach their current target
markets and portray their marketing messages. Social media is still an evolving topic so
in-depth interviews were the best way to gather detailed information about how actual
companies are using social media today to engage their consumers.

3

Chapter I: What is Social Media?

a

Social Media” defined:
Social media can also be referred to as “user-generated” content(UGC): “a

variety of new sources of online information that are created, initiated, circulated, and
used by consumers intent on educating each other about products, brands, services.
personalities, and issues”(Mangold and Faulds, 357-358). For content to be considered
UGC,it must fulfill three basic requirements according to the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development. These requirements include the following: the content
must be available on a public website or some form of website, like a social media
network, that can be viewed by a specific group of people, the content must be original
and show “creative effort”, and the content cannot be created out of “professional
routines and practices” (Kaplan and Haenlein, 61). Social media enables users to connect
with others surrounding topics of similar interest, creating a new form of communication
between consumers. The functionality and implications of social media can be seen
illustrated in Figure 1:
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Figure 1: “The honeycomb of social media
(Kietzman, Hermkens, McCarthy, and Silvestre. 243)

Each section of the “honeycomb” on the left shows a feature of social media from the
consumer’s point of view. The second “honeycomb” on the right shows what each of
those features means from the firm’s point of view. These figures show the different
constructs/levels a social media platform can utilize. It is important to point out that not
every facet within the honeycomb needs to be utilized by a company to have a successful
social media platform. Depending on the business, some facets will have a higher
importance to the firm than others, and those facets should be the ones that are focused
on when developing their social media strategies. When a company is in the process of
developing their social media strategy, they should look to the honeycomb on the left to
determine which facets they want to utilize, and then look at the honeycomb on the right
to learn how to best apply them. Figure 2 shows examples of four different companies
(Linkedin, Foursquare, YouTube, and Facebook) utilizing different facets depending on
what is most important to their social media programs:
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Figure 2: “Contrasting the functionalities of different sites
(Kietzman, Hermkens, McCarthy, and Silvestre, 248)

The sections within each honeycomb that are shaded the darkest indicate the highest level
of attention spent to that feature by the company. To further clarify, Linkedin, for
example, has “Identity” as the darkest facet on its honeycomb, meaning the most
important feature for Linkedin users is the amount of information they are willing to
share about themselves. This makes sense because Linkedin is a social media network
for professionals looking to interact with others in the same area of business that they are
involved with, in an effort to make professional connections. In order to make networks
with others using the network, each member must provide ample information not only
about who they are but what they do, what skills they have, and other specifics to help
gain the attention of members who are potential connections. It is crucial that each firm
6

research all of the aspects within the honeycomb to discover exactly which facets would
benefit them the most and what their target markets would respond to the greatest
(Kietzman, Hermkens, McCarthy,& Silvestre, 248).

Identification of different kinds of social media:
It is hard to identify exactly how many social media platforms are out there
because thousands exist CHow to Classify Social Mediafor a Better Online Strategy").
New platforms are constantly evolving out of existing sites and completely new platforms
are being created daily. One article, “Users of the world unite! The challenges and
opportunities of Social Media”, argues that there are two key elements of social media
that helps to classify it, social presence/media richness and self-presentation/self¬
disclosure. Figure 3 illustrates how different kinds of platforms can be categorized based
on these elements:

Low

Selfpresen^Hon/
SetfiHsckmnre

$0^1 pf^esenee/ Aiteciia rtcliness
Medluiii

Mlglt

High

Blogs

Social! networking sites
(e.g., Facebook)

Virtual social wortds
(e.g.. Second Life)

LOW

Collaborative
projects
(e.g., VS^ikipedia)

Content communities
(e.g., YouTube)

Virtual game worlds
(e.g.. World of Warcraft)

Figure 3: Table of Self-presentation/Self-disclosure versus Social presence/Media richness
(Kaplan and Haenlein, 62)

Social presence defined is: “the acoustic, visual, and physical contact that can be
achieved [or] they allow to emerge between two communication partners” (Kaplan and
Haenlein, 61), and is influenced by both intimacy and immediacy. Higher social
presence indicates a larger influence on the communication taking place and resulting
7

behaviors (61). Media richness defined states: “media differ in the degree of richness
they possess - that is, the amount of information they allow to be transmitted in a given
time interval" (61). Higher media richness decreases the amount of
ambiguity/uncertainty in a platform (61). Self-presentation defined states: “any type of
social interaction where people have the desire to control the impressions other people
form of them"(62) and self-disclosure defined is: “the conscious or unconscious
revelation of personal information (e.g., thoughts, feelings, likes, dislikes) that is
consistent with the image one would like to give"(62). When looking at the previous
definitions in relation to Figure 3, it can be seen how each of the different social media
platforms are classified according to this table. This study will focus on the social media
platforms that are utilized most by businesses, including blogs, social networking sites.
and content communities.
There are some general categories that different social media sites fit into.
including general networking cites, niche market networking sites, professional
networking sites, mircroblogging, blog publishing platforms, social bookmarking sites,
video sharing communities, and the list continues on C'How to Classify Social Mediafor
a Better Online Strategy”'). Even with classification tables (like the honeycomb in
Figure 1 or the table in Figure 3), there are still no systematic rules that companies can
follow when trying to define and identify different kinds of social media platforms.
Although social media is rapidly gaining popularity, businesses are still adjusting to
figure out how they should utilize it to benefit their company. It requires research on the
part of the firm to discover what kinds of social media their target markets are
participating in because there is no set of established guidelines for companies to use yet.
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Through the following research, companies will be able to better identify which
platforms their target markets are participating in and their motivations when using social
media, facilitating their choice of social media platforms to incorporate into their
marketing strategies.
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Chapter II: The Evolution of Social Media

Social networking face to face has been present in society for decades. However,
with the increased influences of technology on society and easier access to the internet,
the emergence of social media networking has been accelerated. Easier access to the
internet led to an increase in the popularity of social media platforms, thus contributing to
the large influence these platforms now play within society at large.
Online networking through social media started out as only a trend among the
most tech-savvy of young internet users in the early stages of development, however
participation in social media has evolved to become a “cultural norm”(especially in the
U.S.) and has changed the way people communicate with one another(Lukes, 415). Erik
Qualman sites in his book, Socialnomics: How Social Media Transforms the Way we Live
and Do Business, that social media became the most popular activity on the internet
within only three years (2). Today, social networks dominate time spent online by
American consumers.
The first users of social media mainly consisted of consumers looking to interact
with other groups pertaining to their interests or to connect with friends and family.
Today, the demographics using social media are constantly evolving. No longer is the
use of social media being dominated by the young tech-savvy user, rather the older
generations are beginning to become some of the most active users on social media
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networks. Nielson's State of the Media: The Social Media Report, Q3 2011 reveals the
following statistics:
●

“Social media has grown rapidly - today nearly 4 in 5 active Internet users visit
social networks and blogs”(1)

●

“Internet users over the age of 55 are driving the growth of social networking
through the mobile internet”(1)
“70 percent of active online adult social networkers shop online, 12 percent more
likely than the average adult internet user”(1)

●

The report also indicates a reason for these statistics may be due to the fact that “people
are constantly being driven to social media” as the popularity of social networks
continues to grow. This includes companies increasingly encouraging their customers to
interact with them through one of the social media platforms they may be involved with,
as well as the emergence of social sharing buttons on websites and the frequently present
social media logo placement on a company’s advertisement communicating to their
customers where they can find be found online.

Trends in social media: consumers
Consumers have been using social networks long before companies began to
become actively involved as well. Twenty-three percent of the time Americans spend
online is on a social network or blog, which is over twice the amount of time spent on the
second largest category - online games {“State ofthe Media: The Social Media Report,
Q3 2011, 2). Women are more likely to visit social networks than men (3), however men
are more likely to stream videos for longer and are more likely to visit more business
centric networks like Linkedin (4). The most active age group in social networks (as of
2011) are ages 18-34, but the 35-49 year olds and 50-64 year olds are quickly increasing
in their amount of activity spent on social networks (3). More people are beginning to
11

get involved in social media today because a shift has occurred in the way people view
their use of time spent online. Attitudes are changing as consumers are beginning to feel
as though social media is a productive use of their time, not just an activity to do when
bored (Weber, 32). Now, more than ever, consumers are looking online to gain
knowledge from their peers, especially for information about available products in the
marketplace, services, and reviews from other consumers about past experiences when
dealing with different businesses (Qualman, 118). As a result, social media has begun
generating large amounts of electronic word-of-mouth as consumers begin to interact
with each other more.
Consumers who are active in social media are also likely to be active
“influencers” offline. This means that they are more likely to be vocal about their
opinions over products or services when they are online, as well as when offline. Results
from a study titled “Unleashing the Power of Word of Mouth: Creating Brand Advocacy
to Drive Growth” showed that advertising by a company leads to brand advocacy and that
online word-of-mouth can play a large role in creating offline brand advocacy (Li, 19). It
is safe to say that this trend of social media use can be considered revolutionary in the
ways it is transforming the way in which consumers and businesses interact with one
another, and it is definitely a trend that companies are taking notice of(Kaplan and
Haenlein, 59).

Trends in social media: businesses
The world is still adapting to the first generation of social networks (Weber, 202),
and the business world is trying to adapt as quickly as possible to take advantage of the
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new opportunities available through these emerging networks. Author Larry Weber
argues that “social networks will prove to be the most powerful tool for both the social
side and the working/business side of online marketing”(Weber, 202). Marketers have
begun to focus some of their efforts towards their target markets through social media.
Today it is hard to see an advertisement that does not encourage viewers to “like” the
brand on Facebook,“follow” the brand on Twitter or Instagram, or connect with them
through the many other platforms that a company may be involved in. Many companies
have begun to provide incentives for their consumers to connect with them through the
social media platforms that they engage in. These incentives include coupons,
promotions, and different kinds of sweepstakes or contests to get the consumers involved
with the company and to build customer relationships. Thousands of dollars are spent by
consumers online yearly (Pring), and since the majority of their time spent online is
dominated by social media sites, it is necessary that marketers try to engage their
consumers in this new way.
The 2012 Social Media Marketing Industry Report provides results from surveys
of over 3,800 marketers asking about their thoughts, uses, and questions pertaining to
social media use in their business. A significant amount of marketers admitted that social
media is important to their business {2012 Social Media Marketing Industry Report, 10).
Business-to-business marketers have been using social media longer than business-toconsumer marketers(18.3% of B2B marketers reported using social media for three years
or more compared to 14% reported by B2C marketers)(11). The report also shows that
there is a significant relationship between the amount of experience a marketer has using
social media in connection to the number of hours they spend on social media weekly.
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There is a direct relationship showing that the more experience a marketer has using
social media, the more time they will spend weekly doing social media related activities
( 12). This may be indicative of how marketers with more experience have begun to be
more confident in their usage of social media when trying to engage and interact with
their target markets online as well as show that those with more experience may realize
the amount of time it really takes to see large results from social media efforts. Another
relationship shown through the results is between a marketer's age and time spent on
social media; the younger the marketer, the more time they will spend on social media
(14).
The report identities the most commonly used social media tools, illustrated by
Figure 4:

100%

Facebook
Twitter
1 inkedln
Blogs
YouTube or other video
Google+
Photo sharing sites t
Forums
Social bookmarking/news sites
Geo-location
Daily deals

Figure 4; Most commonly used social media tools by businesses;
(20j2 Social Media Marketing Indiistiy Report, 21)
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Facehook dominates social media platforms, as it has for the past couple of yetirs. It is
the platform most used by consumers, so it is logical for marketers to focus a lot of their
time on this platform. More platforms have been added in the past couple of years as the
popularity of social media has increased, including Google+, photo sharing sites (like
Pinterest and Instagram), and daily deals sites (like Groupon). Some platforms have also
been removed, including MySpace (21), showing how social media tools evolve and new
platforms have replaced the older ones.
Further trends can also be seen in the differences between business-to-business
marketers and business-to-consumer marketers in their social media usage. B2B
companies are more likely to participate in social media to gain knowledge and
marketplace insight(68% reported by B2B mai'keters versus only 59% reported by B2C
marketers)(19). There are also differences in the platforms and tools they focus on.
depending on the market they are targeting, shown in Figure 5:

0%

Facebook
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Linkedln
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Figure 5: Comparison of social media platforms used by B2B versus B2C marketers;
(20/2 Social Media Marketing Industry Report, 23)
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There is a significant difference in the amount of focus B2B marketers spend on networks
like Linkedin and blogging compared to B2C marketers, who are more focused on
platforms like Facebook. This can be explained by the fact that businesses are more
active on networks like Linkedin or blogs, while consumers are more concentrated in
networks like Facebook.

Issues pertaining to social media:
Consumers and businesses alike have issues when it comes to the use of social
media. Consumers are more concerned with their privacy, especially when social media
centers on the amount of information a person is willing to share about themselves to
connect with others online. Consumers use social media to get involved and to feel “in
the know”, however they do not want to feel as though they can be taken advantage of
due to the information they reveal online. There is concern that the information they
provide can be misrepresented or manipulated in ways to distort the truth. It is important
for businesses to gain consumers trust when engaging them online. It is the only way
they will be able to form a more personal relationship with their target market.
Social media has formed a new kind of communication between businesses and
consumers. It enables companies to talk with their customers and for their customers to
talk to them; however it has also opened up a communication channel between
consumers that has never really existed before (Mangold and Faulds, 358). Companies
no longer have the same level of control over their marketing messages as they once had,
“the power has been taken from those in marketing and public relations by the individuals
and communities that create, share, and consume blogs, tweets, Facebook entries,
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movies, pictures, and so forth"(Kietzmann, Hermkens, McCarthy, and Silvestre, 242).
Companies now have to keep up with the messages they are trying to communicate to
their consumers while monitoring the comments made about their business by others.
While this can be an extreme advantage for a company, if people are speaking positively
about them online (people tend to take information heard from a third party more
seriously), it can also have an extremely negative effect on a business if negative
comments are surfacing online. Companies are still adapting to learn how to deal with
this new channel of communication and to acknowledge not only the positive things said
about their business, but to respond to the negative comments as well to build rapport
with their customers.
Consumers are expecting more out of companies now than ever before. They will
no longer tolerate a company who is trying to be perceived as something they are not.
They want companies to interact with them on a personal level, to be more accessible and
to engage more as a friend. Companies need to change their marketing strategies to
interact with customers in a new way to break down barriers and become transparent to
their target markets; this is the best way to build trust with their consumers.
Since companies are still learning how to use social media, there are still issues
resulting from the practices used by different industries. There is no place a company can
look when trying to implement a social media program that tells them which platforms to
choose to be the most successful, how to use those platforms, what to say, how to engage.
and so forth. Companies need to realize the importance of choosing the right platforms to
participate in because choosing the right platforms can be extremely beneficial, while
choosing the wrong ones can be equally damaging. Companies should take the time to
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research and find the platforms their target markets are participating in to pick which
ones would be most beneficial for their company. Participating in the right platforms
leads to an increase in customer base, better customer relationships, and the building of
trust between the company and the consumer.
Companies also need to realize that social media today will not be the same in a
year from now and should be prepared to consistently evolve with the emergence of new
social media tools. Weber argues in his book that “the next generation of consumer
social networks will have much smaller, far more focused networks”(Weber, 199). As
new technology evolves, so will the platforms available to consumers and to marketers.
Perhaps in the future the emergence of more “focused” networks will make the
marketer’s job easier when trying to choose the platforms to participate in since each
network will have a much more specific purpose than can be seen today, therefore a
much more focused consumer base will attracted to each of those future networks.
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Chapter III: The Impact of Social Media on Marketing

How social media has changed business:
Social media platforms have opened up the lines of communication between
companies and consumers, blurring the boundaries that once separated the marketer from
the consumer. The rise of social media and advances in technology has displaced
marketer’s traditional approaches for getting information out to their audience (Weber,
19). Customers now have the power, over the marketers, as to what information they
want to see and will actively search for, rather than settling only for the information that
is given to them by companies. As Erik Qualman argues in his book,“business models
needed to shift. Simply digitizing old business models doesn’t work; businesses need to
fully transform to properly address the impact and demands of social media”(Qualman,
32). Social media has altered marketing practices forever, however the goal of marketers
will remain the same - “to attract and retain customers”(Weber, 17). Social media have
only changed the way marketing messages are received by target audiences, contributing
to the innovative ways in which consumers can now interact and share information about
different products or services with friends or peers (Lipsman, Mudd, Rich, and Bruich,
41).
Marketers should recognize that social media cannot be thought of as just another
way to interact with their audience, but should be thought of as an all-encompassing tool
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that engages the eonsunier, manages the brand and reputation of the company, and many
other things, all at once (Andzulis. Panagopoulous. and Rapp, 306). Social media is a
tool that im olves all facets of the company, not only the departments that maintain the
social media practices. The involvement of all departments within the firm and the
support of everyone involved leads to the desire for success through social media efforts
by the entire company. It is a goal of everyone within a company to increase sales and
profits; including each member in the process of developing social media strategies.
allowing everyone to understand a crucial benefit of utilizing social media - its “ability to
allow a firm to be much more agile in its responsiveness to customers and the market".
which ultimately leads to increased profits (310).
Firms interacting with social media are still in the very early stages and where the
future is headed for how social media will impact marketing is hard to say. However, an
evolution of the “life cycle" of social media has been created, predicting how social
media can affect the sales process within a business;

Phase I
● Establish social
media presence
(e g., Facebook,
Linkedin)
● Information flows
from firm to
customer
●Not tied to sales
strategy

Phase III

Phase II
● Active efforts to
drive customers
and prospects to a
fii m's social media
pages (e.g.. blogs,
forums)

● Social media
viewed as an
additional or oven
primary sales
channel
●7ransformation of
sales strategy

●Two-way flow of
information

Phase IV
♦ Social media are
employed to
facilitate learning
processes
● Value Is co-created
● Real time pricing
and service
● Fully integrated
with sales strategy

● Not tied to sales
strategy

Figure 6: Process Evolution of Social Media in Sales
(Andzuliz, Panagopoulous, and Rapp, 307)

As a company moves through the different phases, the role of social media evolves to
become a larger part of the company’s sales efforts. This is a good illustration of how a
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company will evolve through the “life cycle" of social media, changing the importance
for implementing social media through each phase and altering the cause for utilizing
social media as well. For example, when a company has just begun using social media.
the main purpose may be to only gain brand awareness (phase I). However, as the
company progresses and evolves through the phases, ultimately the main purpose for
utilizing social media will change to become a much more integral part of the overall
sales process of the company (phase IV).
For a company's social media effort to be successful, it requires the integration of
all aspects of the organization to work as one for a common goal. While different
departments within the organization may utilize the social media platforms for different
goals, everyone needs to be on the same page in understanding the purpose of utilizing
the platforms chosen and the messages the company is trying to communicate to their
audience.
Ultimately, social media has opened up a new form of communication for
businesses to take advantage of when targeting specific audiences. Companies can
employ social media practices to communicate with their customers more efficiently, or
they can employ social media within their own company to communicate internally more
efficiently as well.

Role of the consumer in social media:
Social media has changed the way businesses engage consumers and has
contributed to the rise of the “new" consumer. The “new" consumer is one who is more
active in their relationships with companies, they demand more information about
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products or services provided by their favorite brands, and interact with their peers to
learn about what products/services are superior, past experiences, and advice before
making purchase decisions. Consumers are more empowered in their purchase decision
abilities than ever before. Marketers need to have the consumers “invite” their message
to them, instead of having it forced upon them, like what has been done in the past
(Weber, 22).
Before a company can choose the social media platforms to engage in, they need
to find where their customers are online. The customer is the one who will “decide
which marketing strategies succeed based upon the marketer’s ability to appeal to their
interests and give them something they want to interact with. The appropriate platforms
to utilize will change depending on the customer and the company (Andzulus,
Panagopoulous, and Rapp, 308); different customers are looking for different kinds of
engagement from their favorite companies and it is up to the company to recognize what
kind of engagement that is. No matter what platform is utilized by a company, the
customer is the one who needs to feel as though they are getting some kind of value by
being a part of the social media effort. This also varies depending on the customer and
the company (309). If the customer likes the social media efforts made by your
company, they will become “advocates” and may influence consumer behavior both on
and offline, but if they do not connect with your social media efforts, they may take that
same influence and use it to “damage” the brand name and reputation of the company
(309).
Today, companies no longer control the flow of information available to
consumers about their brand: “firms have been increasingly regulated to the sidelines as
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mere observers, having neither the knowledge nor the chance - or, sometimes, even the
right-to alter publicly posted comments provided by their customers”(Kaplan and
Haenlein, 60). It is now clear that the implication of social media not only serves as a
way to get a company's marketing message to their target audience, it is also the best
form of customer service available. Social media opens the lines of communication
between consumer and brand, for both the positive and negative flow of information from
consumers onto the internet. Companies need to realize that negative comments may be
made about their product or service, however, social media can be a positive aspect when
dealing with those comments because it allows the company to become transparent with
their consumers. It is the fastest way to resolve problems a consumer may have had with
a product, or to help a customer who may have had a negative experience with your
company. Not only do these interactions help build rapport with the customers leaving
the comments if the company responds in a timely manner and resolves the issue, it also
helps build relationships with other customers who may be seeing those comments and
the actions the company has taken to fix the wrong that has taken place (Qualman, 38).
What are some reasons consumers choose to interact on social media that
companies should pay attention to? The following statistics give insight into the wants of
the social-web consumer (Pring):
●

“people are 25% more likely to buy a product that they would be proud to own if
it has social media buttons next to it”
44

83% want deals and promotions”
70% want reward programs”
5% want exclusive content

44

44

55% want feedback on new products
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Consumers look to social media for a variety of reasons but it is clear that social media
has altered the way consumers want to learn about products or services (Andzulis,
Panagopoulous, and Rapp, 311). Companies need to consider the attitudes of consumers
when making decisions about engaging in social media platforms and recognize that the
new two-way, open form of communication is ultimately much more effective when
trying to communicate with your target audience; companies should speak with their
consumers, not at them (Qualman, 87).

Reasons a company should utilize social media:
There are many benefits for a company to engage in social media: social media
builds personal relationships, builds trust and rapport, and fosters loyal consumers. The
business can be seen as a more “human” entity that is approachable by the consumer,
rather than some large corporation that has no identity running its operations. It also
facilitates the flow of real-time information to and from the consumer, aiding in the repair
of any kind of problem the consumer may be experiencing, or possibly generating new
ideas for the company given through the comments and feedback of its audience. The
availability of internet access and the ease of connectivity through social media has
produced “a more balanced exchange between companies and customers”(Moran and
Gossieaux, 233). Marketers are beginning to realize that the happenings within online
communities are beginning to have an impact in offline communities as well. Online
communities can help give a company major competitive advantages, through increased
awareness of the brand, product, or service, positive word-of-mouth circulating the
internet, and ultimately the attraction of new consumers to their company/brand because
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of their social media efforts and existing customers comments and interactions online.
There is even research showing that online word of mouth may have a larger impact on
future consumer purchasing behaviors than messages received by those same consumers
through more traditional advertising channels (232).
Social media can play a major role for companies when consumers who are
considered “influencers” take to the web to share their opinions. If an “influencer” has
positive information to share about the company, then positive feedback will be received
from new members attracted to their brand (“State of the Media: The Social Media
Report, Q3 2011, 10). However, there can be a negative impact on a company if an
influencer" has negative comments to leave about the company. Those comments can
deter future consumers Just the same.
Social media practices are beginning to have a larger impact on businesses as they
evolve. Companies should pay attention to the following statistics which show a variety
of reasons why companies need to participate in social media (Pring):
“57% of marketers acquired customers via blogging,44% acquired customers via
twitter”

“91% of online-adults use social media regularly, 70% of adult social networkers
shop online, and 53% of active adult social networkers follow a brand”
“social media use has increased 356% in the US since 2006”
Consumers are increasingly using social media for multiple purposes, including
purchasing, which is a clear indicator of why companies need to take advantage of the
opportunities social media platforms provide them to interact and engage with their target
audiences.
While many more companies are beginning to participate in social media, their
reasons for participating in social media communities vary. Figure 7 illustrates the
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results found from a study conducted by Edward Moran and Francois Gossieaux, in
conjunction with the Society for New Communication Research, pertaining to
companies' purposes for participating in online communities:
Q. What are the top 5 purposes of your orUine communtTy'^
Market insights/re search

V

>iL

3

Idea generation
Customer/ciient loyalty

]

Amolifying word of mouth
Market thought leadership
Customer support

J

Puhiic relations
Reputation management
Sates
Employee communications
New product development
Product innovation
Partner relations
Other
1

Recruiting and retention

j

Product testing
Alumni relations
Unsure
Pricing

a
O

i

1

i

1

10

20

30

40

J
50

cw

Figure 7: Companies Purposes for Participating in Online Communities
{Moran and GossieaiLX, 236)

The top reason companies have (who participated in this study) for participating in an
online community is for market insights/research, which makes sense because social
media is a great tool to receive real-time feedback and suggestions about questions posed
by the company or on any new ideas the company may have put out there for their
audience to respond to. This leads into the second biggest reason: idea generation. This
stems off of market research because putting ideas out there for audiences to comment on
leads to the formation of new ideas based off of the consumer’s feedback or given to the
company directly from the consumer.
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One reason found on the graph that stands out is the fact that some companies
responded that they were “unsure" about the reason/purpose their company had for
participating in an online community. A company should always have a clear
understanding of why they want to participate in an online community before choosing
one to engage in. A company should always do research ahead of time to understand
their goals for participating in social media and to find where their audience is online so
as to choose the best platform to participate in. Social media have major implications for
companies because their efforts on a platform can reinforce existing campaigns or fuel
new ones, however the incorrect use of social media has the potential to ruin a brand just
as quickly as social media can build it up (Andzulis, Panagopoulous, and Rapp, 309).

Best uses/practices for businesses engaging in social media:
Before a company can begin interacting in social media platforms, they need to
develop goals and a strategy for their social media efforts by outlining what they want to
get out of participating in social media, what their consumers will gain from it, and how
they will set their plans in motion. They need to understand that social media is a new
kind of communication tool that is more about engaging and interacting with the
customer, not just relaying a marketing message to them (Andzulis, Panagopoulous, and
Rapp, 309). The metrics used to measure the impact social media has had on the
marketing efforts of a company differ depending on the social media that have been
implemented. Although the measure of success may change depending on social media
platform, business, or industry, a company should be aware that “brand equity and trust
are types of intangibles that will likely keep a customer from becoming someone else’s
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prospect" (310). The company must become transparent to build a relationship based on
trust with their consumers, which fosters loyal customers. Figure 8 shows the results
found about analytics used by companies to measure success(from the same study
mentioned earlier):
Q. What sna/ytics do you use to measunng progress and success for your comrmjmt/?
Njmaer of

users

How often people post/commenl
Number of visiors
Number of registered users
Number of repeat visitors
How offers peopie visit
Time on site
Engagement
Charges m traffic over time
Page views
Rate of growth
Increase in search engine rank
Number of people who subscribe via emaH
Citations/lii^ks on other sites
(Number of RSS feeds
Change/growth in RSS subscribers
Other
0

5

i

1

10

15

J

1
20

25

30

Figure 8: Top Analytics Used by Companies to Measure Progress and Success of
Online Communities
(Moran and Gossieaux, 237)

Many of the top analytics used show the progress of brand awareness online. This
probably means that these companies are still in the first phase of the evolution of social
media in the sales process (Figure 6), where they are trying to build awareness before
completely integrating their social media efforts with their sales efforts.
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Wildfire, a social media marketing suite powered hy Google, created a guide for
companies to use to learn the “best practices" when engaging online. Some advice given
by the company includes (WiUlfirc: Social Media Marketing):
"ask simple, ckised questions"(4)
"make sure your messaging is easy to interact with"(4)
"use instructi\ e language in your posts to make it crystal clear what you want
your fans to do"(6)
"treat your fans like they're VIPs"(6)
"address your fans hy name whenever possible, and respond to their comments
one-on-one"(8)
"actively invite personal conversation with your fans by soliciting their opinions
on relevant topics or asking them what types of content they want to .see, then act
on their suggestions"(8)
"humanize your brand"(9)

Some other advice for companies to follow when participating in social media includes
choosing the platform carefully, depending on who the target group is and what message
they want to get across (Kaplan and Haelein. 65), pick an application that is already
created - but if it is not yet available you may need to create your own, make sure
messages across all platforms align with one another to reduce confusion and promote a
cohesive brand image, and make sure your company integrates their social media efforts
w ilh the rest of their traditional marketing tools (65). A final set of guidelines for
companies to follow when participating in social media is to: “be active, be interestin
be humble, be unprofessional (don’t be afraid to make mistakes), and be honest”(67).
Ultimately, if the company creates a place consumers want to be, where content is
shared, conversations are started, and consumers share their opinions, then the social
media efforts will have positive results (Weber, 201).
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Chapter IV: Qualitative Results from Retail Organizations

Research Overview:
The primary research was conducted to gain insight into how different businesses
utilize social media for marketing purposes. Currently, secondary data about industry
usage of social media does not specify specific practices that should be taken by those
companies to achieve optimum results. This research evaluated the usage of social media
by retail organizations, broken down into three tiers of industries: social media marketing
firms, web-based retail providers, and physical retailers. Results from these research
findings were used to tailor survey questions to be administered to groups of consumers
to find parallels between their motivations for participating in social media. The
interview questions and responses can be found in Appendix A.

Qualitative Analysis:
In the qualitative research, three groups were interviewed to gain greater clarity of
the use of social media for marketing purposes. The three groups should be looked upon
as a three-tier pyramid, with social media marketing firms at the top of the tier, followed
by web-based retail providers, and finally physical retailers.
A member of a social media marketing firm was interviewed to gain insights into
the use of social media by different firms from a more generalized view. Firms outsource
their social media efforts to these firms, so they can provide greater comprehension on
30
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how dilTcrcnl tirms use social media for marketing purposes, as well as information about
best practices in general. They can also provide information about trends occurring over
multiple industries, pertaining to social media, that others working within a specific
industry may twersee. Members from web-based retail providers were interviewed to
gain insight into the use of social media by a firm that only operates in a digital world.
With no physical presence, web-based retail providers can provide information into how
social media impacts their business in ways it may not for more traditional retailers.
Finally, members from a variety of physical retailers were interviewed to gain insights
into how they utilize social media for marketing puiposes.
All three groups were asked a variety of questions about their social media
practices, goals, and opinions about important topics that are not necessarily readily
available in secondary data. These topics include the specific target markets gravitating
towards social media, how to measure success" of social media efforts, the impact of
social media on consumer buying behavior, and how to deal with negativity on social
media platforms.

While all of the questions asked ai’e aimed towaids the same topics,

each group of interviews had a few questions specific to them. The majority of
interviews were gathered in person. Two interviews took place over email and phone
conversations due to the location of the interviewee or other time constraints that
prevented a full phone interview to take place.
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Analysis of Responses from Social Media Marketing Firms:
The interviewee was chosen because of his prior work within a marketing agency
based in the Memphis, Tennessee area. He currently resides in the Oxford, Mississippi
area working on social media efforts for a department within the University.

General social media use: The respondent previously worked within a marketing firm
where other businesses outsourced their social media efforts to them. He oversaw social
media consultants who helped companies find the right places to be online, the right
content to put out there, and help to measure their efforts.
Since working with a variety of companies, he can tell that an evolution has taken
place over the past couple of years that has impacted the way businesses can utilize social
media for marketing purposes. He explains how Facebook and Twitter have both added
policies and rules as their platforms have gained popularity, which defines to an extent
what can and cannot be done on their sites, setting limitations for marketers that were not
previously there. He has also recognized that Twitter is becoming used more frequently
by marketers, warning that if it becomes too much of an advertising tool, people will
leave because that is not the purpose of the site or why people participate on it. He also
points out how everything is going mobile - it is a natural transition that marketers should
keep an eye on and take advantage of.

Impact of social media on industries: The respondent felt as though almost all
industries are utilizing social media to a certain extent and that eventually all will be or
will need to begin engaging on social media platforms because that is where their
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audience w ill he. li is clear dial over die past couple of years more businesses are using
social media and reali/ing die iniporlanee of it.
The respondeni points out dial different industries are using social media
differenilv and lia\ e different siralCizies to reach their consumers, but marketers are still
trying to figure out the "right w ay" to use it to obtain their desired results. The respondent
also rceogni/.es how social media has created a new kind of customer service. This can
be attributed to the tw o-way How of communication that social media has created
betw'cen the consumer and the company.
He made it clear that every industry does benefit from using social media to reach
out to their audience. However, he stressed the importance of doing resetu'ch (primary or
secondary) before beginning to participate to find wdiere their audience is online to be in
the right place. The ditlerencc in audience, depending on the type of industry,
contributes to why different industries should have differences in their social media
strategies. The respondent explained that a company should “harness social media based
on the wants and needs of its audience". The example he provided include the difference
in strategies between retailers and services: A boutique is a visual business thus they need
to utilize social media to harness that and should use a platform like Pinterest, in contrast
to a bank which is not a visual business and should use social media to communicate
information to their audience quickly through a platform like Twitter.
The respondent had many insights when asked about how services can benefit
specifically from utilizing social media. Again, he stressed how all industries benefit
from social media. In particular, he pointed out how service providers can use social
media for a PR push or to do promotional referral programs, and how they can benefit
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from using social media in regards lo erisis/risk management. Services should see the
value in sc)eial media and see it as a source to communicate with customers quickly.
Again, he ga\ e examples including how a bank can communicate with their customers
through social media it' they are closed for any reason or if a disaster has occurred, a
company can reach out to their audience about how they can be there to help. etc.

Target markets and buying behavior: When asked about the specific target mai'kets
gravitating towards social media, the respondent replied that all audiences are using
social media. Howe\ er. since e\ ery audience is difterent, all users are utilizing social
media in different ways for unique puiposes. He stresses the importance for companies
to find who their audience is. where they are online, what they want to hear, and how to
best communicate with them.
The respondent feels as though the impact of social media on consumers buying
behavior depends on the category. He indicates that major/heavy retailers can benefit
more from it because they can have a greater impact overall on buying behavior. He
ex plains his point through using Amazon as an example: Amazon suggests other things
the consumer may like at time of purchase or when viewing certain items, as well as
giving the consumer easy access to “share” their purchase to their friends with social
media buttons at the time of transaction. Since Amazon is such a large retailer, they have
the ability to reach a greater number of consumers, thus influencing a larger number of
consumers and their buying behavior.
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Customer service; The respondent thinks social media has created a new kind of
customer service because of the new lines of communication between company and
consumer that ha\ e been created.
When asked about how companies should deal with negative comments left about
their brand online, he responds that dealing with it is much simpler than it may seem to
companies. The ad\ ice he would give to a company dealing with negative comments
includes being up front and honest and admit when you have made a mistake because that
will lead to greater customer loyalty.

Social media be,st practice,s; Once again, finding out the kind of content an industry's
target market wants and content that will get them engaged is stressed by the respondent
when asked about strategies businesses should utilize to take full advantage of social
media. If a company participates in the wrong platform, they can lose the opportunity to
engage their audience online.
The respondent was asked what he would consider to be some best practices for
companies engaging in social media to recognize. He indicates that social media is an
audience/target based communication so companies need to do a significant amount of
research and planning up front before beginning to participate to find their audience and
determine what they want. When it comes to the type of content a company should share,
companies should only share what the audience likes, as he says it should be naturally
cool, not forced. Companies should be interactive but at the same time should not be
afraid to mess up. It is trial and error to find exactly what works and what doesn’t.
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Measures of success: Although not asked specifically about how a company should
measure success, he did make comments throughout the interview that a company should
measure their success based on the goals they set before beginning to partieipate. He
gives ad\ ice on how a company can have a successful social media marketing campaign.
making it clear that campaigns change depending on industry. He explains that to he
successful, a company needs to become more like a person rather than a company; social
media is all about being conversational back and forth with the consumer, which helps
build credibility. It is a lot of trial and error to find what content really resonates with the
audience, but companies should have a pretty good idea of w'hat the audience wants in
content being put out there. The respondent also warns against over-engaging, explaining
that what is considered as "over-engagement” does depend on the audience so the
company needs to find the right balance to interact with their audience but not to the
extent where it becomes irritating in the eyes of their consumers.

Analysis of Responses from Web-Based Retail Providers:
Both of the interviewees are members of a web-based retailer platform based in
the Nashville, Tennessee area.

General social media use: When asked questions pertaining to the general use of social
media, answers varied slightly. This can be attributed to the differences in position and
lime spent at the company between the two respondents. The first respondent is the
social media/content coordinator for the firm and is therefore more hands-on with the
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social media ctTorts compared to the second respondent who is more of a guide for the
overall social media stratcizv.
When asked about their goals when first utilizing social media, both respondents
wanted to apply social media in a way to gain customer relationships and hopefully have
that increase in relationships lead to monetary gains for the firm as well. The second
respondent differed in her response by indicating her hopes to utilize social media
eventually in a way to sell products through the platforms.
Neither respondent performed research before enacting their social media
marketing strategy, however after using different platforms have learned what works best
for them.
When asked about outsourcing their social media efforts, some of their efforts are
outsourced. The respondent's answers differed when asked about what they have learned
from outsourcing their efforts. The first respondent felt the company who they
outsourced to taught them about best practices and ad strategy, as well as relationship
blogging, while the second respondent found the outsourced company to be only 80%
successful in their efforts because they cannot be as relevant to the company compared to
someone responsible for the social media efforts in house.
When asked about their concerns when building up their social media program,
both respondents agreed that a main concern was putting out information that was
relevant, that shared the same interests and appreciation as the company to build a
community based upon the same things as their brand.
Finally, when asked about exploring new kinds of social media, both respondents
agreed that exploration is an ongoing process - they are continually looking for the next
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best platform to engage their consumers. The .second respondent also mentioned her
interest in looking into the social commerce side of business and how that can become
relevant to them in the upcoming years.

Impact of social media on web-based retail providers: When asked about the largest
benefit of having a social media marketing strategy, responses varied slightly. The first
respondent felt as though the largest benefit was the opportunity for increased
transactions through social media efforts because social media platforms can increase
brand awareness, leading to increased engagement, and therefore increased transactions.
The second respondent felt as though the largest benefit was the capability to interact
with customers in real-time. She found this to be the most beneficial aspect because they
are web-based and therefore do not get the same face-to-face interactions with their
customers compared to more traditional retailers.
When asked about the evolution of social media in recent years, both respondents
agreed that overall usage of social media has increased drastically. As one respondent
said, “social media runs the world". They have found that consumers are much more
willing to share their interests through social media and items that are visually interesting
strive in social media.

Target markets and buying behavior: When asked about what specific target markets
they see gravitating towards social media, respondents agreed that a younger
demographic in general seems to be gravitating more than other segments. Both
respondents also agreed that Facebook is geared towards a younger demographic, and
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thcret'oro is not the best platform for them to partieipatc in because their site has an older
demographic of kite 3()'s to older 40's. They are participating in multiple platforms to
reach multiple demograiihics of cotisumers.
When tisked about the impact of social tnedia on consumer buying behavior,
respondents agree that j^eople are no Kmger “brand loyal" but focus more on itemspccific interests tmd feel as though trends are very important. Social media allows them
to create an alTinits for the \ arietN of products they offer to consumers, especially when
they arc items that are liked by many. Sinee they are a web-based retailer, they see the
importance of getting their items innieed by their consutners through these avenues
because they do not ha\e personal interaction.

Customer .service: When asked about their opinions on how social media has impacted
the customer service of their company, answers slightly varied. Neither thought that it
had a major impact on the customer service of the company, however the first respondent
has seen consumers becoming more active on social media through asking more
questions or leaving more comments about the products and services provided to them
through their company. The second respondent has yet to see a definite connection to
customer service but is hoping that eventually their consumers will begin to use their
social media pages for that function.
When asked about dealing with negative comments left on their social media,
both respondents agreed that the comment should not be deleted unless it is obscene.
They realize that they should respond and encourage any kind of comment, good or bad,
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because u increases con\ ersaiion and opens the door to create stronger customer
relationships.

Social media best practices: When asked about best practices regarding social media,
both respondents listed similar actions taken on a daily basis when interacting on social
media that keeps their content current and gets information out to their consumers. When
asked about their strategics, respondents' answers varied. The first respondent gave
insiuhts into where to be on social media to gain the largest advantage while the second
respondent gave information pertaining to the strategy of the type of content that should
be put out, emphasi/dng that organic content is the best. Both respondents believe that
companies can ovcr-participate in social media and that it can have a negative impact on
the way your company is viewed. The first respondent pointed out that Facebook
punished “over-posters” wdiile the second respondent felt as though over-participating
was a waste of energy.
Both respondents agreed that participating in the wrong platforms will have an
impact on the company, not necessarily a negative one, but companies participating in the
wrong kinds of platforms won't be able to gain the same benefits. They will not have a
voice to their consumers, will be wasting energy, and will be missing out on major
opportunities.
When asked about the “social” tab on Google Analytics role in their social media
marketing strategy, both respondents agreed that it showed them what efforts are working
or not working and justifies the efforts you are putting into social media.
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Measures of success: Btnh of the respondents agree that their site could not be as
successful today without implementing a social media marketing strategy. When asked
about how they measure their success when using social media, answers were similar.
The first respondent loc’^ks to conversions, traffic to site, and virality of posts(a mix of
shares, comments, and likes). The second respondent looks to sales (utilizing Google
Analytics to see how many people u.sed social media in their purchase decision) and
overall engagement.

Analysis of Responses from Physical Retailers:
Four retailers were interviewed based on the type of industry they are a part of.
Interviewees were a part of the following industries: food, real estate, high-end apparel.
and low-end apparel. The majority of the retailers interviewed operate in the Oxford,
Mississippi area however one operates in the Nashville, Tennessee area.

General social media use: Many of the respondents had similar answers when asked
about their general usage of social media however one respondent varied greatly from the
others. While most of the respondents use social media as a tool to keep their consumers
informed about the products or services offered at their business, the real estate broker is
only in the early stages of integrating social media into his marketing plan,just recently
creating a business-centered Facebook page for clients to learn about services offered.
All other respondents participate in Facebook and Twitter, both apparel retail respondents
participate in Instagram, and the high-end apparel retailer has just begun exploring Vine.
Respondents were also similar in the amount of time they have been implementing their
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social media prc^grams. The real estate broker and low-end apparel retailer have
recognized the impemance of utilizing social media for marketing purposes within the last
year or so. The high-end apparel retailer has been implementing a social media strategy
for two years. The foi^d retailer stood out, implementing their social media strategy for
five years. However, that respondent was similar to the others, admitting he only began
employing social media because a few of his employees took it on and he is recently
recognizing the impact it can have on their marketing efforts.
When asked about research done prior to implementing a social media marketing
strategy, the majority of respondents admitted to having done nothing before using social
media for their businesses. They either began using social media for strictly personal use,
slowly beginning to u.se it for business as social media gained popularity or just began
using social media with a strategy of learning along the way. Only the high-end apparel
retailer did any form of research before participating in social media, explaining how they
talked to sales associates and a variety of customers to determine what platforms they
used most. A recurring concern held by the respondents before implementing a social
media strategy was uncertainty: uncertainty of what social media was, how to use it
correctly, who was being reached through their efforts, and how great the overall impact
could be for their business. The food retailer admits, upon beginning to participate on
Twitter, he did not fully understand the power it could have or why consumers would
even be interested. With its increased popularity, it became clearer how consumers
wanted to connect with the “persona” that could be created through a Twitter account.
The high-end apparel retailer was also wary about how much content to post while the
low-end apparel retailer was more concerned with the time commitment that
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implementing a social media strategy requires, stating that they really need an employee
whose full time focus is the social media efforts of their business.
The majority of respondents do not outsource their social media efforts either. To many
of the respondents the social media presence is due to their employees’ use of different
platforms to get as much information out to their consumers as possible. Only the highend apparel retailer outsources some of their efforts. They have a marketing/PR firm that
does tri-weekly posts for them and she admits that their business has learned how to
reach their audience at an affordable price since employing the marketing firm.
Respondents’ answers varied when asked about what they do to increase
engagement on their platforms. The real estate broker is still trying to figure out how to
use social media for marketing purposes. The food retailer’s strategy is to just remain
conscious of when to push out content and what to send out to consumers. The low-end
apparel retailer’s approach includes giving consumers incentives to interact with them
through their social media platforms, like secret sales or discounts. The high-end apparel
retailer’s approach is to ask consumers questions to get them actively involved with their
efforts.
Respondents’ answers also varied when asked about exploring new kinds of
social media. The real estate broker is actively exploring new kinds of social media,
however he is just beginning to utilize social media for business purposes. The low-end
apparel retailer is working on “perfecting” their use of the platforms they are currently on
before seeking out something new. The food retailer admitted that they are not seeking
out new platforms to be a part of He believes their strategy has been successful so far
and is not looking to change it. Finally, the high-end apparel retailer is actively exploring
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new kinds of sitcial media. Most rcconils, they arc t'ocusing their efforts on Vine: a newmobile app that allows users to post short \ ideo clips.

Impact of .social media

businesses: .-\11 respondents agree that social media has

changed the marketing strategy and structure of their company. For the food retailer,
social media has completely eroded the need for any other source of advertising for their
company. They still advertise in the local new spaper, only to support the local business
though. For one of his local businesses, he is using social media to help rebrand it and
make it more accessible in the eyes of his consumers. The low-end apparel retailer
acknowledged that social media has had

major impact on their ability to reach

consumers outside of the Oxford-area, increasing their brand awareness and customer
base. The real estate broker feels as though social media is impacting the maiTetina
structure of his business because of their initial use of social media for marketina
purposes in general will potentially change the w'ay they interact wdth consumers on a
daily basis. They all agree that there has been a rapid evolution of the general use of
social media that has impacted their companies. With the rising popularity of the internet
and social media, more people can be found there, increasing opportunities for marketers
and making their presence on these platforms more vital. It is the fastest way to
communicate information to their consumers.
Respondents were asked their opinions on what the largest benefit of utilizing a
social media marketing program was. All agreed a major benefit was the increase of
information flowing from business to consumer for marketing puiposes like brand
awareness, advertising, and maintaining or creating customer relationships.
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Target markets and bii> ing behavior: The food retailer and low-end apparel retailer
have realized the impact social media has had on their customer base, both experiencing a
growth since implementing their social media marketing strategy. The real estate broker
still thinks it is too earl\ to tell w hat kind of impact it will have on the customer base of
his business. The high-end apparel retailer admits that while she can tell that their social
media efforts ha\ e engaged users, it is hard tc> see that translate in terms of sales.
especially reg

ardiuiz their efforts on Twitter.

Respondents had some uncertainty when asked about specific target markets
gravitating

towards social media. The real estate broker feels that all target markets are

moving towards participating in social media. The low-end apparel retailer sees social
media being more popular for target markets including college-ages and below, however
recognized an increase of popularity among older generations who are beginning to get
involved with social media as well. The food retailer had similar opinions, thinking that
college-aged markets as well as older generations (the forty-something consumer) are all
gravitating towards participating in social media more frequently. The high-end apparel
i-etailer thinks social media is more popular with a younger demographic overall, but
views Facebook as a way to reach an older customer, while Instagram is better to engage
the younger ones.
All respondents feel as though social media has had an impact on consumer
buying behavior. They all agree that social media has become an outlet for consumers to
be more vocal about their opinions and utilize social media as a way to scope out what a
company has to offer before making the decision to visit their physical location. The
food retailer strongly felt that social media has opened the lines of communication with
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consumers dealing ilie opporiuniiy lo build a relationship based upon trust. The highend apparel retailer agrees that social media has contributed to a greater feeling of tmst
from customers. She also thinks that soeial media allows consumers to be more
educated. She. along w ith the food retailer and the low-end apparel retailer have all seen
an increase in eustomers coming in and making purchases because of their social media
efforts.

Customer service; Three out of four of the respondents agree that social media has
impacted the customer service of their eompany. It has allowed a larger flow of
information to reach the eompany. leading to more questions answered and problems
solved in a more efficient way. The food retailer does not view social media as a tool
used by their consumer lor customer service purposes. However, all respondents had
opinions on how to deal with negative comments left by consumers on their social media
pages, While the low-end apparel retailer has yet to be in a situation dealing with
negative comments left by consumers, she felt like once they do have to deal with it they
will handle the situation by responding in the friendliest way possible to resolve the issue.
The high-end apparel retailer is similar, having yet to deal with a negative comment
targeting their brand. However, she points out that they do recognize negative comments
left on competitor’s sites and do what they can to avoid making the same mistakes. The
real estate broker thinks that having negative comments can be an overall good thing for
their company. In his words, “the best way to learn is when a mistake of yours is pointed
out, you won’t make the same mistake again’’. He thinks you should always respond
honestly, showing the consumer with the issue that they want to do all they can to fix the
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problem, at the

ame time slim\ ing all potential eonsumers that they care about their

customers and \\ ant to gi\ e the best service possible. The food retailer has a strict policy
to follow w hen dealing w ith negati\ e cotnments - all negative comments are directed to
him (the ow net ) sci he can personally deal with the issue at hand. They let the customer
tell them what thcN’ can do to fix the problem, allowing them to air all of their grievances
to show they are listening and they care about them as a consumer.

Social media best practices: None of the respondents have a clear strategy in place to
guide them in their use of social media. They are all similar in just trying something on
their pages and seeing if it was well received. The real estate broker is still in the early
stages of implementing a strategy, trying to put up current content like new house listings
or virtual tours and answering all comments, positive or negative. The low-end apparel
retailer is focusing on having cohesive content on all platforms they are participating in,
like putting their Instagram posts on Facebook as w'ell. The food retailer is thinking
about creating a more cohesive strategy to support their marketing strategy, but right now
his employees’ interactions on a daily basis are proving to be a success. The high-end
apparel retailer tries to make sure to mix up the content posted to keep their audience
interested, reposting things from outside sources, like Bloggers, and showing behind the
scenes details to consumers. None of the respondents use the “social” tab on Google
Analytics to chart their efforts.
All of the respondents agree that you can over-participate in social media, leading
to a negative impact on the way your company is viewed in the eye of the consumer. The
general consensus was that over-participation will lead to being dismissed by the
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consumer, ignored, and even the possibility of their overall view negatively changing
towards the brand.

Measures of success: The majority of respondents hesitate in agreeing that their
company could not be as successful today without the use of social media. For the real
estate broker, it is just too early to tell the real impact it can have on his company. For
the food retailer, he sees an overall trend of people eating outside of the home increasing
annually, making it hard to tell if that is the cause of an increase in business or his use of
social media. The low-end apparel retailer strongly agreed that their company would not
be as successful today without social. She sees it as a vital tool to communicate new
product information to consumers in and around the Oxford area. In contrast, the highend apparel retailer does think their company could be as successful today without social
media, but does admit that it would be much more expensive to educate and inform their
consumers and to build brand loyalty.
When asked about specific measures of success when using social media, all
respondents’ answers varied. The real estate broker looks solely to engagement
(comments left, new followers, likes, etc.) when measuring the success of his social
media efforts. The high-end apparel retailer is similar, measuring success based on the
number of likes, views, and comments as well as the sales of different items posted on
their social media platforms. The low-end apparel retailer solely looks at the analytics
given by Facebook to see how well their efforts performed on a weekly basis. The food
retailer is not measuring their efforts. He can tell that utilizing social media is having a
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positive impact im his business and leading to more customers walking through their
docMs, but he is not u i'trriei.l about speeifie numbers when it comes to their efforts.
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C'liapicr \': Quaniiiatixe Rcsearcli Analysis

Bascet

the results touiitl in literature re\ ieu and qualitative interviews, the

following hv'potheses were piisitetl:
H 1-A; Consumers w In'* are metre aeti\ e on soeial media platforms will use it more to shop
than other less aeti\e eonsumers.
Hl-B; Consumers w ho are imue aeti\ e on soeial media platforms will use it more to
research produets than other less aetive eonsumers.
H2-A; there is a relationship between online soeial media presenee and eonsumer positive
online w ord of mouth beha\ ior.
H2-B: There is a relationship between online soeial media presence and consumer
negative online word of mouth behavior.
H3; Consumers arc more willing to shop at a store wdth a social media page
H4: Consumers think a company cannot be as successful today without participating in
social media.
H5; Consumers feel irritated by companies that are overly active on social media.
H6-A: Online consumer shopping behavior regarding restaurants is strongly related to the
importance of brands to consumers.
H6-B: Online consumer shopping behavior regarding apparel is strongly related to the
importance of brands to consumers.
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H7-A: Consumers feel more personally eonnected to a company that participates in social
media.
H7-B: Consumers feel as though companies participating in social media have better
customer service.
H7-C: There is a correlation between consumers' perceptions of having a more personal
relationship with a company that participates in social media and their feelings
that those companies have better customer service.

Methodology:
A study was conducted via a web-based survey created and distributed through
Qualtrics. The quantitative survey was formed based on the results from the qualitative
analysis and secondary research collected and distributed to gain further insights into
consumers’ attitudes towards social media. A copy of the survey can be found in

Appendix B.

Sample:
A convenience sample was obtained including participants of a variety of ages
and occupations. A screening question regarding the use of social media was given to
99

ensure all participants were active users of social media. Participants who answered “no
when asked if they participated in social media were redirected to the end of the survey
and thanked for their time.
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Measures:

I'hc scales aiul (.iiicstuMis askc*.l on the sur\ey were designed to gather information
about consumers' general use of social media, as well as their attitudes towards brands
and advertisimz efforts cm social media. Nkne specifically, questions were asked to
determine the mi-isi pojTular social media platforms, the top factors intluencing consumer
participation on social media, consumer beha\ iors on social media, consumer opinions
about companies jiai ticipating in stK'ial media, consumer behaviors when shopping online
and online consumer eannplaint behax ior.
The most jotipular sc’icial media platform information was measured by a question
regarding participants' acti\ ity levels on a variety of platforms. Factors influencing
participation were determined by ha\ ing the respondent indicate the amount they
participate in social media for a particular task from a pre-determined list of options.
Information regarding consumer beha\ iors in social media was measured based upon a
scale found in “An Investigation of Customer Behaviors in Social Media", which defines
different roles of the online consumer. The authors of this article define three different
customer behaviors in social media, outlined in Figure 9:

Figure 9: “Customer Behaviours in Social Media"
Behaviours to influence other consumers: Online opinion leadership, positive word of mouth,
(sharing positive experiences and advertisings, positive ideas, product ratings, online linking etc.),
negative word of mouth,(sharing negative experiences and advertisings, negative ideas,
complaints etc.)
Behaviours to he influejiced by others for consumption: Seeking information about products,
following product review and ratings, learning new product, brand and promotions, being
influenced by advertising and public relations activities.
Consumption related communication: making purchase decisions thorough social media,(Social
activities, entertainment, travel, etc.), communication with a firm by social media, convey
problems, dissatisfactions, satisfaction to firm etc.
(Durukan, Bo/,aci. and Hamsioglu, 151)
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Participants aiisw ciCLi questions regarding each consumer role online. Other questions
were asked, constructed w ith tlie help of the in-depth interviews, to measure general
attitudes tmvards companies that participate in soeial media, including questions about
companies current success w hen participating on social media, customer service, as well
as their attitudes tow aids the amount companies try to communicate with them online. A
meaning of branded products scale" w as used w hen measuring consumer behaviors
w'hcn shopping online. specificalK the measures regarding “quality factor and items".
self-identity factor and items", and "group-identity factor and items"(Strizhakova,
Coulter, and Price, 200S). Tw o scenarios were adapted for respondents to answer
concerning their online shopping behavior, specifically when searching for a restaurant of
shopping for clothing. Questions were asked regarding general online activities that
consumers participate in during the information search and respondents were asked to
answer questions from the "Meaning of Branded Products Scale" to measure their
opinions about the importance of brands. Online consumer complaint behavior was
measured through variables found in the article "Online Consumer Complaint Behavior",
which analyzed consumer opinions regarding online media and purchase decisions
(Karakaya, and Barnes, 7).

Results:
The survey was distributed both via email and Facebook to approximately 103
people. A total of 57 surveys were gathered. Of the 57 surveys, 6 respondents were
eliminated due to their answer of “no” to the first question: “do you participate in social
media?”. The survey was sent out in two cycles. After the first cycle of surveys were
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sent out, it became clear that man\ respondents did not understand the meaning of the
term

social media , resulting m the follow ing edits made to the survey before it was sent

out in the seecmd e\ele: A Lletlmtion of the term "social media" was added on the opening
screen ol the sur\ e\ and it resj-toiulents answered "no" they were led to the demographics
questions rather than the end screen of the survey thanking them for their time. A total
of 5 1 surveys w ere anal\ zed using Qualtries and SPSS with a sample response rate of
49.57f. Since the sample obtained is a eoinenienee sample, results cannot
be generalized
to all consumers; how e\ er the results found can be used to provide important conclusions
for industries utilizing social media for marketing purposes because the results give
important insights into eemsumers' attitudes towards social media and businesses'
marketing efforts.

Demographics and Cieneral Findings:
Out of the respondents who participated in the survey, 17% w-ere male and 83%
were female. The majority of respondents were between the ages of 18-25, however
many of the respondents were ages 46 and older:

Table 1; Age Distribution of Survey Respondents
Answer
#
I

Response

%

25

53%

1

2%

36-45

1

2%

46-55

12

26%

55 or older

8

17%

Total

47

100%

1

18-25

2

26-35

3

I

I

I

4

I

i

5
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Occupation \ ancd. houc\crihc inajorit\ of respondents were students. This can be
attributed to the fact that the respondents were part of a convenience sample administered
to many students from the rni\ersity vd' Mississippi, Oxford campus. The distribution of
occLipaticHis is shciw n in I'iguie 10.

Figure 10: Occupation Distribution of Survey Respondents
■ Mother/Housewife
■ Community Volunteer
■ Small Business Owner/SelfEmployed
■ Realtor
■ Student
■ Miscellaneous

Popularity of Social Media Platforms:
Determining the most popular social media platforms in consumers' opinions is
important to help companies recognize wdiere the majority of consumers are online.
giving them a starting point to launeh their social media marketing campaign if they have
no other indicators guiding them towards a speeifie platform. Respondents were asked to
rate their participation level on a scale spanning from 1, which indicates very active on
that platform, to 5, which indicates not active on that platform. A lower mean indicates
respondents were more aetive on that platform. Facebook is the most popular platform
by consumers, followed by YouTube, Instagram, Pinterest, and Google+i
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Tabic 2 M
Popular Social Media Platforms:
Platform:
Rank:
Mean:
Overall Mean:
I
Faccbook
2.33
YouTube
2.73
2.92
3
2.77
Inslaizram
4
Pinicrcst
3.19
5
3.58
Gooizle-i-

Factors Influencing Consumer Participation on Social Media:
To measure the factors intluencing consumer participation on social media,
consumers were asked to rate how often they use social media from a list of pre¬
determined reasons. The scale ranged from I, indicating the respondent always
participated in social media for that reason, to 5, indicating that the respondent never
participated in social media for that reason. A lower mean indicated that the respondent
participated in social media for that reason more often. With a mean of 1.96, talking with
family and friends is the most important reason consumers participate in social media.
followed by shopping, to research products, playing games, and leaving comments or
reviews on social media sites.

Table 3: Top Social Media Activities Influencing Consumer Participation on Social
Media
Rank: Factor:
Mean: Overall Mean:
I
1.96
To talk with friends/family
2
2.86
To shop
3.18
3
2.88
To research products
4
3.94
To play games
5
4.28
To leave product comments/reviews

Companies should pay attention to the fact that the second most important activity to
consumers when participating in social media is to shop, with a mean of 2.86, closely
followed by the third most important factor being to research products, with a mean of
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2.88; Wliilc br>lh means are abi^\ e ilie median, they are .still very elose to being neutral indiealcd b\ a "sometimes

resj-ionse.

Con.sumer Belia\ iois on Social Media:
Consumer beha\ iors on siieial media were measured based upon the definitions
outlined in Figure 9. A set of questions w ere asked based upon each of those definitions.
First, respondents were asked to think about how they share information through social
media. The statements pro\ ided are from "An Investigation of Customer Behaviours in
Social Media". In this article, the statements are used to "measure positive and negative
online word of mouth behaviors of partieipants"(Durukan, Bozaei, and Hamsioglu 151),
indicative of consumers who can be defined as having behaviors that influence other
consumers (refer to Figure 9). They are used for the same purpose in this survey when
asking respondents how they share information about product experiences through social
media. The .scale ranges from 1. indicating the respondent always participates in this
action when sharing information, to 5, indicating the respondent never participates in this
action when sharing information. Partieipants were asked to rate their actions for two
actions that represented positive online word of mouth and two actions that represented
negative online word of mouth. A lower mean indicates the respondent is more likely to
partake in the action presented in the statement.

Table 4: Positive Online Word of Mouth Consumer Behavior
Statement:

Mean:

I explain positive product experiences to my friends in social media
I make positive product ratings on social communications sites

3.57
3.96
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Overall
Mean:
3.77

Tahlc 5: N'cgaln c ()nlinc WUrd ol NUnith C\msumcr Bcha\ ior
Slalcmenl:

Mean:

I share n^y complaints aboui proLiiicis in social media
1 make negatixe coniincnls on unsuccessful producis in social media.

4.28
4.51

Overall
Mean:
4.4

All of the means are high (aho\ e ihe median), indieating that respondents were not very
likely to share information about product experiences at all through social media.
Respemdents \\ ere also asked about how they search for information about
products or companies thiough social media. Fhe statements provided came from the
same article. hcn\ ever these statements are utilized within that article for “understanding
the information seeking beha\ ior cd' participants in consumption” (151). indicative of
consumers who can be defined as show ing behaviors to be influenced by others in
consumption (refer to Figure 9). These statements are used for the same reason in this
survey, to determine how consumers search for information about products and
companies through social media. The scale ranges from 1, indicating the respondent
always participates in that action when searching for information, to 5, indicating the
respondent never participates in that action. A lower mean indicates the respondents
participate in that action more often.

Table 6: Information Search Behaviors
Statement:

Mean:

I receive recommendations of my friends about products through
social media

3.34

I investigate the discussions about products or firms in social media
I investigate the comments about products or firms in social media
I ask for help from my friends about product or firm selection through
social media

3.45
3.47
4.00

I investigate product ratings in social media

3.37
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Overall
Mean:

3.53

All of the means to the aho\ c statements are hieh, indieating that the respondents do not
utilize soeial media as their mam souree of information about products or companies.
Finally, respondents were asked questions regarding behaviors when researching
products or shopjiing (uiline. The Statements given in these questions were found in the
same article mentioned abt>ve. houe\er these statements “were aimed to measure
consumption related beha\ iors"( 151 ). representing consumers who could be defined as
showing bcha\ iors associated \\ ith consumption related eommunication (refer to Figure
9). The scale ranged from 1 . indicating the respondent always participated in that action
when researching products or shopping online, to 5. indicating that the respondent never
participated in those actions when researching products or shopping online. A lower
mean indicates the respondents participate in that activity more often when researching
products or shopping online.

Table 7; Information Search Behaviors II
Statement:
I gel information about products by the help of sharing in social media
tools
I investigate firm pages created in social media
I communicate with personnel of firms through social media
I request information from firms through social media

Mean: Overall
Mean:
3.28
3.76
3.47
4.09
4.21

These means are low, indicating consumers do not actively paiticipate in these actions
when researching products or shopping online.
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Consumer Opinions of C'ompanies Participatin« in Social Media:
Respoiuloiiis w ere a'ske^i ciuesiions abi'iul general topics related to companies
participating in soeia media. The statements asked were constructed with the help of the
in-depth inter\ iew s. The seale ranges trom I, indieating the respondent strongly agrees
w'ith the statement, to 7, mdieating the respondent strongly disagrees with the statement.
The majoriiN of respondents tlid ha\e positi\e reactions to the first statement.
show ing they are more likel\ to shop at a store with a social media page (519^^ of
respondents answ ering pt'>siti\ ely te»w aids the statement, 239f being neutral, and 25%
responding negati\ely). riie maJoritN of respondents had positive reactions towards the
second statement as well w hen asked about their feelings of having a more personal
relationship with companies participating in social media. Respondents feel more
personally connected to companies that participate in social media(53% of respondents
answered positively towairds the statement. 26% answered neutrally, and 21% answ'ering
negatively). In regards to the third statement, the majority of respondents answered
negatively, showing they think a company cannot be as successful today without
participating in some kind of social media platform (no respondent 100% agreed with the
statement, however 30% of respondents answered positively, 21% answered neutrally.
and 49% answered negatively). The majority of respondents answered positively in
regards to the fourth statement, indicating they feel as though a company with social
media does have better customer service than one without a social media presence (53%
of respondents answered positively towards the statement, 32% answered neutrally, and
15% answered negatively).
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Ctinsiimcrs w ere askoti to rale their attitudes towards the amount a company may
reach out to them \ ia social media. The scale ranged from 1, indicating the respondent
felt \ cry irritated h\ a compan\ reaching out that frequently, to 5. indicating the
respondent fulls \\ elcome(.l that les el of eomnumieation. A lower mean indicates a
greater feeling of irritation held b\ the respondent.

Table 8: Ct^nsumer Attitudes icn\ards Companies Reaching Out through Social Media
Statenient:
Mean:
Os erall Mean:
Once li ss eek

3.21

T\s ice a w eek

2.49

Es ery csther day

1 .85

E\eryday
Multiple times a day

1 .51

2.09

1 .38

The more a company reaches out to a consumer weekly, the more irritated the consumer
becomes.

Consumer Behaviors When Shopping Online:
Respondents responded to a series of statements about the types of online
activities they participate in when searching for a restaurant. The scale ranges from 1,
indicating the respondent strongly agrees with the statement, to 5, indicating the
respondent strongly disagrees with the statement.
agrees more with the given statement.
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A lower mean indicates the respondent

Table 9: Consumer ()nlme Beha\lor Resiaiirani Informaiion Search
Slalement;

Mean;

I find informaiion about resiauranis ihrouiih reslaurani review sites like Yelp

2.19

Overall
Mean:

or Urbanspoon
2.52

I seek out informatum iVom family and friends through social media
I “Google" resiauiants m m\ area and make m\ selection based upon

1.79
2.20

consumer re\ ie\s s
I research restaurants through social media and make m\ selection based upon

2.S0

their social media pages
I seek out word ol nn>ulh mtormalum abmil local restaurants
I evaluate the \ isual appearance of a restaurant before deeiding to eat there

1.85
2.04

All of the abov e means are less than the median, indicating an overall po.sitive response
low'ards all of the statements. Respimdents were more likely to Google information when
seeking information about restaurants: how ever word of mouth and aesthetics were also
important to the cavrisumer w hen considering potential restaurants. Restaurant review
sites are also a popular source of information. Responcients will seek out information
about restaurants thrcaigh friends and family on social media before seeking out the social
media pages of individual restaurants when making their decision.
Consumers w^ere also asked ciuestions from the “Meaning of Branded Products
Scale” about their information search activities regarding restatmmts. The scale ranges
from 1, indicating the respondent strongly agreed with the statement, to 5, indicating the
respondent strongly disagreed with the statement.

Table 10: “Meaning of Branded Products Scale”: Restaurants
Statement:

Mean;

I can tell a lot about the quality of a restaurant based upon their
brand

2.70

My choice of “brand-name” restaurant says something about me as a
person
The reputation of a restaurant is important when considering dining
there

3.07

Overall
Mean:
2.51

1.77

(Strizhakova, Coulter, and Price. 2008)
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Qucsii('*ns w ere asked lo gam insights into the imporlanee of a brand name to consumers.
The first statement represents "qualitN as assoeiated w ith risk reduction” (Strizhakova.
Coulter, and Priee, 2()OS), one of tlie se\ en dominant themes encompassed by branded
products, fhe mean ot 2.70 indicates tliat respondents had positive reactions towards the
statement. Uow e\ei it is close to the median signifying that while positive, the responses
can be eemsidered neutral. Respoiu,lents do associate quality with the brand name of a
restaurant, but (’>nl\ to a certain extent.
The seecmd statement represents brands "as retlective of personality”
(Strizhakova, Coulter, and Priee, 2008), another theme encompassed by branded
products. The mean of 3.07 signifies respondents felt neutral towards this statement,
neither agreeing nor disagreeing w ith it. Respondents do not associate the brand name of
a restaurant as rcpresentati\ e of who they are as a person.
The third statement represents branded products “as a mechanism for group
identity”,(Strizhakova, Coulter, and Price, 2008). a third theme encompassed by branded
products. The mean of 1 .77 indicates respondents answered positively towards this
statement, thus associating the reputation of a restaurant with the group identity they want
to be a part of. If a restaurant does not have a certain reputation representative of the
desired group identity of the consumer, they may choose to go somewhere else.
Respondents were also asked about their behaviors when shopping online for
products on the same “Meaning of Branded Products Scale”.
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Tabic 1 1 : "Mcaniiii: ot BraiKicd Products Scale
Statement;

Apparel
Mean;

Overall Mean:

1

Brand name clothme is important when considering a purchase
I can tell a lot about a products quality I'rom the brand name
Using brands can help me connect with other people and social groups
My choice of brand name sa\ s something about me as a person
(Stri/hakoN a, Robin, and Pi icc

2.44
3.13

2.92

2.96

The first statement is representati\e of the quality theme encompassed by branded
products, 'fhe mean o\' 3. 1 3 inrlicaies respondents felt neutral towards this statement and
did not neeesstirily associate a braiiLi name w ith a quality product. The second statement
is also rcpresentati\ e of the ritialitv theme. .A mean of 2.44 indicates that respondents had
slightly positive reactions to this statement, feeling as though the brand name can be
telling about the quality of a product in certain eireumstances.
The third statement is representativ e of the group identity theme of branded
products. With a mean of 3.13, respondents also felt neutral towards this statement.
They do not see the use of a brand name apparel product as a means to connect with other
social groups.
The fourth statement is representative of the personality theme. A mean of 2.96
shows a generally neutral response to this statement. Overall, respondents do not see
their choice of brand name as indicative of their personality.
Respondents were also asked questions about their general behavior when
shopping for apparel. The scale ranges from 1, indieating the respondent strongly agreed
with the statement, to 5, indicating the respondent strongly disagreed with the statement.
A lower mean indicates the respondents agreed more with the statement.
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Table 12. Consumci ( )nline Beha\ lor; Apparel Information Search
Statement;

Mean:

A retailer nttist ha\e a social media paee before 1 consider shopping there

4.02

1 prefer to shop online than \ isit a p^sieal store
Before making m\ purchase (.lecisum. 1 research the product and brand

3.46
3.41

through social media
1 seek out wa~>rd ot mouth information abr^ut retailers

2.39

1 look at prc^duct ratings tmhne be for
1 read reviews about clothme stores

3.52

1 uaking a purchase

Overall
Mean:

3.32

3.00

A mean of 3.46 show s respondents prefer to \ isit a physical store when shopping for
apparel than c'lnline.

I'he mean r'tf 4.02 indicates a store does not have to have a social

media page for respondents to cemsider shopping there and they do not utilize social
media as a st;)urce of infcirmation about a product or brand before making a purchase
decision (mean of 3.4 1 ). Respondents answered neutrally when asked whether they look
at product review's online before making a purchase (mean of 3.00) and they do not
necessarily read review's about clothing stores (mean of 3.52). They w'ill seek out word
of mouth information about retailers when shopping for apparel, but only sometimes-the
mean of 3.52 indicates they also feel somew'hat neutral tow'ards this statement as well.

Online Consumer Complaint Behavior:
Finally consumers were asked about negative experiences they have encountered
when ordering products online. 77% of respondents have ever had a problem with a
product ordered online. 15% of respondents (7 respondents) have left a complaint on the
social media page, and 86% of those respondents received replies from those companies.
Respondents who did receive a response to their complaint from the company were asked
to answer a supplemental set of questions about their satisfaction with the actions Uiken
by the company. Overall, respondents all felt satisfied with the actions taken by the
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company. riiosc rcspoiulcnis wci c aKo asked to answ er a set of statements on a scale
from 1-5 taken from a stin.l\. "Online C'onsumer Complaint Behavior”, to further express
their satisfactiem le\els

The scale lanees from 1, indieating the respondent strongly

agreed w ith the statement, to o, indicating the respondent strongly disagreed with the
statement. A lower mean indicates the respondents agreed more with that statement.

Table 1
"()nline Consumer C\>mplairu Beha\ lor"
Statement:
I believe that, in general, hiismesses take customers seriously
I believe that one person can influence mans people about a bad customer care
experience
I believe that blogs, online rating s\ stems, and discussion forums can give
consumers a greater \ tncej^rpeJTecting eltanges in customer care
(Karayaka and Barnes. S)

Mean;
2.00
2.00

Overall
Mean:
2.00

2.00

Overall, all respondents agreed w ith e\ ery statement as shown by a consistent mean of
2.00. These customers did recei\ e a response, which probably contributed to their
feelings of importance and being taken seriously by the company. They all feel as though
leaving comments about bad customer care experiences can have an influence on others.
meaning they are most likely inOuenced by posts about others bad experiences as well.
Finally, they agree that blogs, online rating systems, and discussion forums are effective
outlets to voice their opinions and those opinions can create change, showing that these
consumers feel as though leaving their comments online have a great impact.

Hypothesis Testing:
Several hypotheses were created regarding the results found in the survey. To test
the hypotheses, bivariate correlations were conducted to determine relationships within
the data. The r-value represents the actual correlation between the two variables. An r66

value closer lo 1 iiulieaies a sironeer relationship between the variables. The p-value
represents the jirobabilit\ that a t\ pe 1 error w as committed, an error that occurs if the
null hypothesis is rejeeted w hen it shouldn't be. The p-value determines if the results
found are statistiealU sipnif,v^-ant. One-w ay t-tests and paired samples t-tests were also
performed when applicable.
1 was interested in the relationship between consumer online social media
presence and the acti\ ities the\ participated in while online. I expected to find a
relationship show ing that consumers w ho are more active on social media platforms will
use it more to slu^p (11 1-A) or research products (Hl-B) than other less active consumers.
Consumers whc» are more acti\ e mi social media do use it more often to shop (r = .39, p <
.05). Hypothesis H 1 -A is supported. llowe\er, there is not a significant relationship
showing that those consumers who are more active on social media use it to research
products online (r = . 17. p = .24). Hypothesis Hl-B is not supported.
1 was also interested in finding a relationship betw'een online social media
presence and consumer online word of mouth behavior, positive (H2-A) and negative
(H2-B). Consumers who are more active on social media do pimicipate more in positive
online word of mouth behaviors (r = .47, p < .05) as well as participate more in negative
online word of mouth behaviors (r = .38, p < .05). Hypothesis H2-A and hypothesis H2B are both supported.
I wanted to assess the importance (to consumers) of a company having a social
media page. I expected to see consumers being more willing to shop at a store with a
social media page (H3), however the data did not show a statistically significant
relationship between a company having a social media page and consumers being more
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inclined

shop there ( M = 3.5 i , i = -1.85. p = 07). Hypothesis H3 is not supponed. I

also expectec1 ilie resulis tii

(hat ei'>nsnnters telt eonipunies could not be as

successful tt>da\ \mi1uhu social media (114). .Again, the data did not show a statistically
significant relatimishijT indicating consumers had strong teelings regarding a company s
success le\el and their participation le\e?1 in social media(M = 4.34, t = 1.56, p = .125).
Hypothesis 114 is not supported either.
In additiem. I was interested in finding consumers' feelings towards overly active
businesses on social media (1 Ls). Referring to Table 0, one data point that stood out was
the difference in means hciw een a company reaching out two times per week and every
other day. First, I ftnind that ctmsumers are irritated by companies that reach out to them
two times per week (M = 2.49, t = -2.89, p < .05), however there is statistically
significant relationship showing that a certain level of irritation by eonsumers is hit at two
times per week, and any more communication efforts by the eompany are still perceived
as irritating but not as much(M = .64, t = 5.18, p < .05). Hypothesis H5 is supported.
I expected to find online consumer shopping behavior to be strongly related to the
importance of brands to consumers, When referring to the restaurant scenario (H6-A),
there is a correlation between their online shopping behaviors and the importance of the
brand (r = .46, p < .05). There is also a correlation between consumers online shopping
behavior and the importance of the brand in the apparel scenario (H6-B)(r = .40, p <
.05). Both hypothesis H6-A and H6-B are supported.
Finally, 1 was interested in assessing consumers’ perceptions of a personal
relationship with a store through a social media page, specifically pertaining to customer
service. Consumers do feel more personally connected to a company that participates in
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social media ( l l7-.-\)(M =

i = -2.(11, p < .05). Hypothesis H7-A is supported.

Consumers also teel as ihoueh a company with social media does have better customer
serviee (117-B) ( M =

4. t = -2.S4, p < ,05). Hypothesis H7-B is supported. There is a

correlation between consumers perception of ha\ ing a more personal relationship with a
company that pai ticipates m social media and their attitudes that those companies have
better customer ser\ ice ( 1 17-C)(r = ,75. p < .05). Hypothesis H7-C is supported.
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C'luipicr \ 1; C'onclusion and Recommendations

The cimiinual e\ oluiion vd social media has led to it being a rundamental part to
everyday life tor Lamsiimers and businesses. b.\ er\ business can find benefits in
integrating social media inici their marketing plan. It is still a learning process for many
and marketers need to recogni/e the time commitment a social media marketing strategy
really requires tt) he successful; huge results from their efforts will not be seen overnisht.
Social media helps losier customer relationships and should not be seen as a pure
monetary device; impren ing customer relationships builds brand awareness and loyalty
and leads to more purchases. As more consumers begin participating in social media,
eventually becoming one of the major streams of communication, businesses will almost
have to be participating in social media to engage with their target markets.
It is important for a company to participate in social media because of the vtirious
advantages it creates. Social media creates the opportunities for companies to build
positive word of mouth regarding their company, brand, product, etc. It also creates the
opportunity to connect with and engage possible new customers who may not have been
before. Social media ereates the opportunity to eonvert existing customers into
advocates, encouraging others through social media to purchase from your company.
Social media allows companies to monitor what is being said about them online and is a
source of information of what their customers want.
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Ii is cspocialU iniporiani tor wcb-bascd roiailcrs to participate in social mediate
interact with tlicir consumers aiul ti' spread product and brand awareness because they do
not get the same t acc-U'-tacc inicractiim to interact with their customers. Social media is
the perfect tend to distribute intormation and to learn about what their customers want.
Social media allow s these retailers to take on a more personable persona when
communicating w ith then audience, siunething that would otherwise not be obtained
through traditional marketing channels. Since they do not interact with consumers in
persem, this has an c\ en larger importanee beeause it creates the opportunity to build
customer relationships in a w a\ that allow s the consumer to feel like she is interacting
with just aiK'ither human, building ptvsitive relationships and brand awareness.
The utilization ol' and specifie marketing strategies regmding social media do
differ depending on industry because e\ ery company has a unique audience and unique
goals; a company should base their social media elforts off ol what their audience wants
and set coinpany-spccitic goals before even implementing a social media marketing
strategy to be successful in their efforts. Not all social media platforms are appropriate
for all companies; for example,

fashion retailer compared to a service retailer have

differences between visual and informational importance. A fashion retailer will be more
focused on platforms that showcase visually appealing posts while a service retailer will
be more focused on platforms designed to quickly communicate information.
Social media is the fastest way to communicate information to consumers and
companies should take advantage of the new lines of communication created by social
media. These new lines of communication have created a new consumer and
mai'keting
needs to progress to accommodate these new consumers. Consumers now hold much
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more pow er o\ er ihe tltn\ oT informaiion regarding eompanies and products and are
overall more educated in their purchasing decisions because social media has vastly
increased the amount ot information a\ ailable. There are different kinds of consumers
interacting through sc^cial media and marketers should pay attention to the kinds of
consumers thev are attracting; marketers should want to attract advocates who can
inlTuencc other consumers and their bu\ inu beha\ iors. Consumers do use social media
to shop, so marketers shoidd make it as easy as possible for them to access the
information they want about their products or services through social media platforms.
The rise of social media in society has also created a new form of customer
service. Consumers are much more \ ocal about their experiences with products, seiA'ices,
or entire companies. They are also much more proactive in seeking out information from
others before making a purchase decision. Customer service is much more
conversational now; consumers explain their problem and companies can respond in real¬
time through a variety of social media platforms to resolve the issue faster than ever
before.

Comparisons between in-depth interviews and quantitative surveys:
Survey respondents and interviewees agreed that companies can over-participate
in social media and that that can lead to a negative impact for the company. Interviewees
do use social media as a way to communicate information to their consumers and while
all consumers do not utilize social media as a major source of information when shopping
online, consumers who are more active on social media do tend to use it when making
shopping decisions.
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All interviewees and respondents recognized that social media has impacted the
customer service function of companies. Interviewees use social media to facilitate their
existing customer service outlets as well as view it as a source of information to gain
information about what customers want faster. Consumers relate this ability to
communicate faster w ith the company with feeling more personally connected to the
company and overall feelings that companies that participate in social media have better
customer service.
Interviewees utilize social media to build brand awareness and customer loyalty
(only a few reasons) however consumers do not necessarily see brands as reflective of
who they are or as always indicative of quality. There is a relationship between online
shopping behavior and the importance of the brand to consumers; the more a consumer
shops online the more important the brand is. Interviewees see a shift in consumers away
from being brand loyal and becoming more fixated on individual items or trends. Social
media does allow consumers to be more vocal, however the respondents did not think a
company necessarily had to have a social media page for them to consider shopping
there.
When consumers leave complaints on social media, they want the company to
respond. Companies can respond to all complaints much faster and resolve all issues in a
timelier manner. Consumers appreciate when the company responds because they left
the complaint in the first place because they felt it would leave an impact. Interviewees
agree that responding to negative comments left on social media is important to maintain
customers as well as building customer relationships. Consumers who do leave
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complaints feel as thoumh the company takes them seriously and cares about their
feelings.
The maJoritN ih inter\ iew ees agree that their company could not be as successful
today without sociid media. Respondents felt the same way; while they may not utilize
social media as a major semree of information for purchase behaviors, they do agree that
companies need to participate in social media today to remain successful.

Recommendation.s for marketers and use of social media:
1.

Research ahead of time
Figure out the demographics of different social media platforms, who is visiting
those sites and participating on them
Find where your target market is to figure out which platforms to paiticipate in
and to learn what your audience wants from you on social media (participating in
the wrong platforms results in missing out on important opportunities to engage
consumers and is a waste of efforts)
Learn about the policies of each platform ahead of time to understand what can
and cannot be done on those sites
o

Leai ning about the platfoims will decrease a feeling of uncertainty when
first starting to participate in social media

Monitor what is already being said about your company/brand online to gain
knowledge about what people like and want from the company
2.

Set goals
Why are you engaging in social media?
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Whal arc your nicirics for success? (differs for all companies because it depends
on whal the company wants to gain from participating in social media and how
they are gchng to participate)
o

Ex; new followers, likes, re-t\veels. re-posts, etc.

As progress in use ot social media, goals should evolve to reflect that progression
as well
3.

Content
Be current, mix up content, keep your pages visually interesting
o

Ex; change your photos to show how your brand changes seasonally

Don't only talk about yourself, create a rounded image but make sure all posts are
relevant to your brand image
Keep posts short and sweet, posts that are too long will be overlooked by
consumers
Trial and error — see what works and what doesn’t, do not be afraid to make
mistakes
Give consumers incentives to engage with you through social media
o

Ex; behind the scenes information, exclusive deals, guest bloggers, etc.

When posting about products, give consumers easy access to make the purchase
o

Ex; provide a direct link to where the product can be purchased online or a
phone number/email address where they can purchase the product

Do not reach out too often; reaching out too much will create a negative impact
on the company’s image in the mind of the consumer, risk being un-followed or
creating feelings of irritation
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Use the platform for what it is meant to be used for, do not make it too much like
■

■

a constant advertisement for your products or brands
4. Customer Service

Respond to all comments and questions in a timely manner
Respond to individuals when possible
o

Ex: tagging the consumer in your response to their comment lets them
know you have responded and shows you care about them,fostering
feelings of a personal relationship

Dealing with negative comments left on your social media pages:
o

Respond honestly and admit when you have made a mistake

o

Do everything you can to fix the problem

o

Do not delete the comment unless absolutely necessary (ex: vulgar, puts
down other products/designers you support, etc)

o

Do not look at negative comments as the worst possible thing to happen.
can lead to a positive impact on the image of your company if consumers
can see that you care about your customers and want to do everj4hing you
can to accommodate them

o

Understand online complaint behavior: people leave comments because
they think their comments will leave a greater overall impact and they find
outlets of discussions online to be important sources of information. As a
marketer, you should pay attention to what is being said in those forums to
gain insights into what people are talking about regarding your company
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5.

Social mcLiia is c\ ol\ ing. you should to
Alw avs be c>n the loc>kout tor the next best social media
New platl'orms are created e\ er\' day — Facebook may be the most popular today.
bowe\ er new platt'ornis can replace new ones rapidly (think of how Facebook
ON'ortook Myspace)
Some current trends; social media coins mobile, rise of video-based social media
applications and platforms (like Vine and Cinemagram)

6.

A few^ tips on best practices
Be truthful and transparent
Do not post too many times a day. usually one post every 6-12 hours is plenty
Flave a consistent brand image across all social media platforms
Encourage conversations and interaction by being conversational — ask questions
to followers
Organic content resonates the best with consumers, do not try to come off as
something you are not
o

Try to create your own brand image/convey your brand image through
social media, not copy someone else’s

Do not underestimate the power social media can have for marketing purposes, be
patient and your efforts will turn into results, it takes time to build a following

Limitations of primary data collection:
I ran into limitations when collecting data for the in-depth interviews as well as
the quantitative surveys. One limitation to the in-depth interviews was the fact that the
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interview s loetk place in a \ ariety of ways. It would have been ideal for all of the
inteiw iews tc» ha\ e taken place in person, encouraging follow up questions and giving
inteiwiewees more of a chance to ask questions if they were unclear about the questions.
Some of the inter\ iew s had to take place over the phone or through email due to time and
location restraints. 1 he phone inter\ iew s had to lake place within an allotted period of
lime to accommodate the schedule of the inter\ iewee, resulting in some responses being
rushed by the respondent. The inteiwiews that had to take place over email left no room
for further explanation or follow up questions that can lU'ise through conversation.
A limitation regarding the surveys was the sample size. Only 103 surveys were
distributed, with a response rate of 45%. The size of the sample is too small to get
generalizable answers. The research would have been more accurate had the sample size
been larger because the responses would have been more representative of the general
population. It was also difficult finding participants of varying demographics to
participate in the survey. A more representative sample would have resulted in more
generalizable results. A second limitation includes the fact that alterations had to be
made to the survey after the first distribution round because the issue arose that not all
consumers understood the meaning of the term “social media”, so a definition was added.
A second alteration that was made was consumers who answered no to the first question
were directed to the demographics questions in the second distribution cycle. No
demographic data was collected from those respondents who answered “no” in the first
cycle. It would have been interesting to gather more data about the demographics
regarding those consumers who do not participate in social media. A final limitation
concerning the survey was that some questions asked in the survey were too broad and
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there were siinie logistical errors in the format of the survey. For example, one question
asked respondents to rate if they seek out word of mouth information when seeking out
information ahoul a restaurant. It was not specified whether word of mouth implied
online word of mouth or in-person word of mouth communication. I also would have had
all respondents answer the questions regarding online consumer complaint behavior
instead of only the respondents who had left a complaint online and received a response
from the company.

Future research:
Future researchers can further explore the social media efforts of marketers in a
wider variety of industries and how their efforts compaie or contrast. Another interesting
research topic would be to further explore the social media marketing practices of
business-to-business companies and the uses of social media by business-to-business
consumers. The following additional research questions were formed as future research
recommendations:
1. Can certain lifestyles have an impact on whether people use social media?
2. Should social media sites for businesses send an intuitive feel for how their
company creates products and makes profits?
3. Does a vanity metric (like number of Facebook fans) really have an impact on the
popularity of the actual business?
4. Is the future of social media very market-specific niche platforms?
5. Will social media become fully integrated with e-commerce in the future?
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Appendix A:
Qualitative Interview
Questions and
Responses

Respondent

Title

Industry

Years in
Current
Position
1
Since June
2012

Retail or
Service

B2B or
B2C

R1
R2

Broker
Social
Mediii/Content
Coordinator

Real Estate
Online Retail

Service
Retail

B2C
Both

R3

Chief Marketing
and Chief

Online Retail

4 years

Retail

B2B

Low End Retail
Fc)od Industry

2 years
20 Years

Retail
Service

B2C
B2C

Hich End Retail

13 Years

Retail

B2C

Sports
Education/Social
Media

Since Aug. Service
2010

Operating
Offieer
R4
R5
R6
R7

Manager
Restaurant
Owner
Store
owncr/president
Sports
Education/Social
Media
Marketing Firm

Marketing Firm

Table A-1; Information on Interviewees
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Both

In-Depth Interview Responses;

f:

gi’v:

m

In-Depth Interview Questions: Social Media Marketing Firm
1. What specifically do you do pertaining to social media? What do you do now with
social media?
R7

Ran a marketing agency in Memphis: has social media consultants, would help
companies find the right place to be, right content to have, and how to measure
their efforts
Currently works doing the social media efforts for the sports teams at Ole Miss

2. Did other companies outsource their social media efforts to your company?
R7

Answered above - yes, when working at firm in Memphis

3. What kind of evolution in social media have you seen that has impacted business?
R7

Definitely more businesses using it and realizing how important it is
Different industries are using it differently - different strategies
Marketers are still trying to figure out the “right way” to use it
It has created a new kind of customer service
No industry does not benefit from social media but it is important to do research
before beginning to participate to find where your audience is(can be primary or
secondary research)

4. What specific target markets do you think are gravitating towards social media?
R7

All audiences are different and therefore they are all using social media in
different, unique ways
Companies need to find: who, where, what they want to hear, how to best
communicate with them

5. What are some strategies businesses can use to utilize social media to their best
advantage?
R7

Look for what kind of content their target audience wants - what will get them
engaged?

6.

3o you think there is a difference in social media strategies depending on the type
of industry?

R7

Yes because a company should harness social media based on the wants and
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needs id' its audience. Different types of industries have different audiences.
Ex: fasliion. food, decorating, boutiques: all visual ... need to use social media
to harness that

Pinterest

Ex: hankinu (ser\ices): not \ isual ... coinnuinicate information fast -^Twitter
7.

What ad\ ice w ould \ ou give a company about having a successful social media
campaign? Does that ad\ ice change depending on the industry?

R7

Trial and error. Negatix es can come if choose to spread the wrong kind of
content

Aid. ABOUT THE CONSUMER

Can oN'cr engage, again that depends on the audience as well as gage how much
interaction is “too much"
Social media is all about being 2-way. want to be conversational-back and forth
or else you can lose credibility
Become a person, not a company
Does change depending on company, again because it is all based on what the
audience wants!
8. What kinds of industries are most utilizing social media? Do you see that
changing over the next couple of years?
R7

Most all industries are utilizing social media
Eventually everyone will be or will need to engage in something because that is
where the audience will be

9. What impact do you think social media has on consumers buying behavior?
R7

Depends on category
Major/heavy retailers benefit from it more - can impact buying behavior greater
Ex: Amazon; suggest other things you may like at time of purchase or when
looking at items, want to “share” your purchase with social media buttons at
purchase

10. What impact can social media have on a company if they choose to participate in
the wrong platforms?
R7

Can lose the opportunity to engage their audience online

11. What are some best practices for companies engaging in social media?
R7

Audience/target based communication
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Companies need to perform significant amount of research and planning up front
Know content will be enjoyed: only share what people like, be naturally coolnot forced, should know content to share before start going
Don't he afraid to mess up, remember it is trial and error
Be interactive
12. What advice do you give to companies when it comes to dealing with the negative
comments left about their brand online?
R7

Dealing with it is simpler than it seems
Be up front, honest, admit w'hen you have made a mistake, that will lead you to
loyalty

13. What kind of evolution in social media have you seen take place over the past
couple of years?
R7

Facebook and Twitter: policies and rules -makes it harder for marketers and sets
limitations
Twitter: if it becomes an advertising tool, people will leave it because that is not
what it is meant to be used for
Everything going mobile, it is Just natural

14. How do services benefit from utilizing social media?
R7

Every industry benefits from utilizing social media
PR push
Still do promotional referral programs
Crisis management and risk management: can be a great source to communicate
with customers quickly — PR value
Ex: if some banks are closed, can communicate that with their customers
through social media
Ex: if some disaster has happened, can relay information about their company
through social media or information about how they can help, etc.

15. Advice given about what topics to ask other companies:
R7

Customer service - if and how do they integrate it with social media
How do they deal with negativity in social media
How do they measure their social media efforts
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How do ihc\ engage their audience
Wlial goals do the\ ha\ e pertaining to their social media efforts
Why did the\ start engaging in social media: could he to raise awareness, to
increase engagement
Did the\’ do outside research before becinnins their social media efforts?

In Depth Interview Questions; Web- Based Retail Providers
1. What speeifiealh' do \ou do pertaining to social media?
R2

Online marketing strategy, post press releases, Facebook posts for the company,
rcscareh new social media

R3
2.

Oversee social media team, guide social media strategy
-low long have you implemented a social media miu'keting strategy?

R2

Since June. 201 2

R3

Since 2010

3. What were your goals when starting to use social media?
R2

Maximize engagement with fans/followers to lead to an increase in transactions

R3

Immediate goal: to use it as a customer service tool and build relationships with
shoppers, secondary goal: to see if w'e can sell on it

4. Did you do anything before beginning to participate in social media to figure out
the platforms you wanted to participate in? If so, what?
R2

No. We decide to use a new platform based on how fast it is growing and look at
referrals from Google Analytics to see where people aie coming from

R3

Not at the beginning, really only used Facebook and Twitter at first. We have
found that Twitter is better used as a trade tool.

5. Do you outsource any of your social media efforts? If so, what have you learned
from them that has benefitted your company?
R2

Yes. The Buyer Group does Facebook Ads and Google, recently outsources
efforts to Studio 180 to work on the 2012 Holiday Gift Guide

Learned about best practices and ad strategy from the Buyer Group. Learned
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ahoLii rclaiiimsliip blogging from Ellic and Studio 180
R3

Stmic portion i

outsourced- the person that does the weekend posting and some

strategy, as w ell as the paid elTorts. 8()9r successfully for you because they are
not as relex ant
6.

What is the largest benefit of hax ing a social media marketing strategy?

R2

Brand aw areness

R3

Real time responses from eustomers - really beneficial for websites who do not

increased engagement-^ transactions

have that faee-to-faee interaction with customers, real feedback
7.

What kind of cwolution in social media have you .seen in the past five years that
has impacted your company?

R2

Social media runs the world, consumers like to share what they are doing social
media allows consumers to do that which leads to their increased excitement

R3

Pintercst changed the game, the increase in the success of social media, growth
of audience, pace of grow th of audience, and sales

Don't need a relationship with people to get them to pin things, great looking
items progresses more, increase of visual people, Facebook not as visual, more
of a good place to communicate
8. What specific target markets do you see gravitating towards social media? Do you
think certain target markets gravitate towards specific platforms? How do you
find your consumers on social media?
R2

A younger demographic in general

People who interact on Facebook ru'en’t purchasers for our brand, have increased
the involvement in Pinterest because those interaction are more directed towaids
sales
R3

Not sure if there are specific demographics

Social media demographics in general of 35 and below

The site has demographic of late 30’s to older 40’s so we learned Facebook
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w tnild inn w cn k as w ell because we have an older audience
9.

Whal are some siraieuies vmir business uses to utilize social media to its best
ad\antaiie'.’

R2

Be e\ er\ w here, get as much content out to the public as possible, increase the
chance of J^eople seeing ye»ur things- pin. identify with fans what they would
like that is also cm brand w ith our company-Facebook

R3

Very consistent in trying to create twice daily dynamic messages-specific to
what performs, dem't alw ays talk about our company, ask questions, visually
certain categen ies do better than others, very organic content is better

10. How do you measure your success when using social media?
R2

Conversions, traffic to site, \ irility of posts-Facebook .specific, every post wasn’t
mix of shares, comments, and likes to show success

R3

1 .Sales-Google Analytics assist: makes social media look better, shows amount
of people look at social media in purchase decision
2.Engagement -number of people w'ho are responsive, number of comments,
number of actions taken

1 1 . What were/are some of your main concerns when building up your social media
program?
R2

What interests people, wdiat about our company is relative to them, want to put
content out there that is relevant

R3

Always about $ in and $ out and social media doesn't necessarily always work
that way, too much value in having dialogue with customers not to use it, look
and compare with other brands, want to create a community who appreciate the
same things as our company -> branding

12. Do you think you can over-participate in social media? Can that have a negative
impact on the way your target market views your company?
R2

Yes
Facebook punishes over-posters, people will start un-liking you when you’re
constantly throwing information their way

R3

Yes
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Pariicijiatc incorrccll w w aste of energy
13. What impact do ymi think social media ha.s on consumers buying behavior?
R2

When see certain things recurring in social media-it influences way consumers
purchase, tremls are important
We take e\ er\ press opportunity we get and translate it to social media ->
con\ ersions

R3

Pec'iple are item focused, not as brand loyal as they used to be, people are
inHuenced w hen the> think of things they like, affinity you can create-there are
few other things \ ou ean do when working on an online service, next best thing
is personal interaetion

14. How has the introduction of the “social” tab on Google Analytics impacted the
w'ay you utilize social media? Has it made you realize what platforms work better
for you than others ? Did you already have that information before the “social”
tab?
R2

Shows what is working and what need to work on more, helps to see what
you're doing is helping or not, helps to see the numbers
Makes it clear that Pinterest, Facebook, and Fancy are useful

R3

Helps appreciate it more, the assist function - shows efforts do personal
interaction, have to grow with your social media program, as audience grows
efforts do to can do a lot for you if you work at it
Justifies what you are doing and the time put into your efforts

15. How do you deal with negative comments that may be posted on your social
media?
R2

Respond, answer with the comment positively, don’t delete unless obscene,
allows people to show opinions without censorship

R3

Depends, only remove in extreme situations (ex: only have done once when a
vendor on the site was profane), people having any reaction is good and
increases engagement as well as encourages conversation

16. Do you think social media has impacted the customer service of your company?
How?
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R2

Yes, bui mn direeils
Pceiple ai c \ ei \ responsi\ c, respond when they ask questions or concerns

R3

Ha\ en t seen it \ et like it to be more so. customers iu'en't using our social media
pages tor that I'unetion yet

17. Are yon exploring new kinds of social media platforms, if so. what?
R2

Yes-alw a\ s exploring
Fancy. Cioogle+, increased acti\ ity through our blog

R3

Yes - alw ays w atehing w hat's out there
Social commerce side of business - how can you use what you like and share it
more readily and e\ en make money by sharing it. like an affiliate program

18. Do you think your ccmipany could be as successful today without a social media
marketimi strateev?
R2

No

R3

No

19. What impact can social media have on a company if they choose to participate in
the wrong platforms?
R2

Company won't have as big of a voice, won't grow as quickly, missing out on
opportunities, putting effort into something that could be better used

Facebook should always be a starting point for the company

Ex; if our company only used Linkedin, we would be missing out on major
opportunities
R3

Won’t do anything for the company, not necessarily negative, waste of energy
and have nothing come of your efforts if you choose wrong platforms

20. What are some of the best practices you company follows when paiticipating in
social media?
R2

Post level; (engagement — likes, comments, shares, how fast likes are growing),
short, most important information, visual content, lead them from somewhere
else

send them where they can find it, post 1 every 12 hours, sometimes 6
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hours depending on content

Make sure cover image is well branded, contests
All- mix in more lifestyle images, don't just sell products, create a round brand
Don't only pin/post about products
Be consistent and frequent enough so not forgotten
Post at least 3-4 times per week
R3

Very specific of; days and time of day to post, percent of our content posted vs.
outside content, when promote posts (don't want to overdo it)
The voice and the content make all the difference: not “sales-ey”, real, relevant
content

In-Depth Interview Questions: Businesses
1. What specifically do you do pertaining to social media? What platforms do you
participate in ? Any industry specific ones?
R1

Transitioning from using Facebook for solely personal use to using it for
business use

R4

Update Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram with pictures of clothing to keep
customers informed of new arrivals and other clothing that is available
Unaware of any industry specific platforms to participate in

R5

Use Facebook for all restaurants and businesses, Twitter for all restaurants and
some key employees like chefs, read blogs but don’t participate in them

R6

Participate in Linkedin, Facebook, Instagram, Vine, Twitter

2. How long have you implemented a social media strategy?
R1

1 year

R4

In the past year or so, we have been more focused on utilizing Instagram,
Facebook and Twitter to reach potential customers outside of oxford

R5

5 years — since opened BBB - credit social media for being responsible for
getting BBB into a position of profitability so quickly... a few guys took it on
At that point had city grocery, didn’t do much and saw the major impact it had
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when BBB bey an
When oi')ened Snaek Bar. soeial media was a priority
R6

2 \ ears

3. Did \ oil dt^ an\ tinny before beyinniny to pariieipate in social media to figure out
the platforms you wanted to participate in?
R1

Not reall\'. beyan to participate in soeial media for personal reasons. Now
beyinniny to iransiiicm for business use ... still learning how to really use it

R4

No. we started using Faeebook and then slowly transitioned into using Twitter
and Instayram as they became more popular

R5

No.just trying to broadcast as much as possible
Know audience yeltiny with Twitter (20-35 year olds)- doesn't think elders
Pop-Ups; incredible example of power of social media, no print ads by company
... all social media - other stories have been written about it

R6

Talked to sales associates and customers to .see what platforms they liked and
why

4. Has social media changed your marketing strategy and the structure of your
company'.^
R1

Has changed the marketing strategy in the w'ay that I am tnmsitioning into using
social media to use for marketing purpo.ses, like getting more information to
potential clients about things like new' listings, open houses, etc.

R4

We have slowly reached more customers outside of Oxford and have expanded
into taking orders and shipping items that customers request. Faeebook has
especially helped in connecting with customers outside of Oxford; It has helped
because they are able to message us and request items they have seen on
Instagram and ask us questions on whether we can ship items to them

R5

Yes, with proliferation of electronic media in last decade and Vi diminished~
completely radio ads, eroded print ads, still do a little with the local paper to
support them
Not satisfied with Instagram
City grocery - cubby holed into high end, using social
Pop-ups - effort to get folks engaged
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media to help re-brand it

R6

^'cs

5. Do \ iHi iHitsourco \our social media ctYoris? If so. what have you learned from
them that has benefited \ our company?
R1

No

R4

Nil. all of the emplo\ees contribute to the effort and take pictures and upload
them to our social media sources, the more people we can attract through these
social meilia outlets the more customers we can reach and increa.se our sales and
maintain relationships w ith customers w ho have graduated and moved so they
will continue shopping w ith us

R5

No. but we are at the point where we have had multiple conversations about
creating a coninumii\- director

R6

Wc have a marketing/PR firm that does tri-weekly posts
Wc learned how to reach more customers at an affordable price

6. What is the largest benefit of having a social media marketing strategy?
R1

Two-way How of information

R4

The ability to maintain customer relationships and also develop new
relationships

R5

Today, for advertising
Increase business, increase brand awareness
Double edged sword - can saturate, have to be aware of community to engage

R6

Keeping our merchandise/brand in front of our customers on a daily basis

7. What kind of evolution in social media have you seen in the past 5 years that has
impacted your company?
R1

Everything is turning towards the internet ... it is forcing our use of the internet

R4

Social media has been growing incredibly fast and the more time we can give to
updating our pages and keeping customers informed, the more our sales increase

R5

Already answered

seen a proliferation of electronic media, has diminished all

other advertising efforts, more people looking to social media for information
R6
8. What specific target markets do you see gravitating towards social media? Do you
think certain target markets gravitate towards specific platforms?
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R1

'I'liinks c\ ci \ cMic is era\ itatiiiii towards social media
Not sure

R4

or course i>ur generaiiiMi (Gen

and the generations below us, but also we

ha\ e had more reLjuests from parents and older generations who are learning to
use and utilize l-'aeebook. and other social media outlets
DefmiteK cadleue-aued and vounscr generations
R5

1 don't know about teens, 20-35 year olds/40 year olds
'●■■20-30 year olds

R6

Our younger demographic'
Yes, Faechoc'»k is an older customer, Instagram is a younger customer

9.

Have you seen an increase in your customer base since you began participating in
social media?

R1

Too early to tell

R4

Yes, definitely

R5

F=i-i==i= yes

R6

Hard to tell as far as sales, but we have engaged social media users. Twitter is
hard to see the impact

10. What are some strategies your business uses to utilize social media to its best
advantages ?
R1

Still in early stages of use, put up pictures, virtual tours of houses, reply to
questions and comments, and respond to negative comments

R4

Instagram has been very beneficial and being able to upload things to Facebook
from Instagram is great

R5

Have not established a Policy yet because have enough guys doing it
(employees) and business is good. Who knows about the future
Currently employ a PR firm that does PR and Marketing, may change to inhouse in future

R6

Post daily, mix up post between merchandise, repost bloggers, behind the
scenes, etc
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1 1. How do \'ou measure \ our sueeess when using social media?
R1

Eriiiaiieineni

R4

Facebook supplies us w iih information on how many people see each post, how
many people w e are reaehing. and whether our numbers are up or down week to
week. It also measures how many people like us ad how many people check-in
with us.

R5

I'nmeasured response, not eounting clicks, can see it through immediate
response, ean tell b\- inerease in business, don't have to wait for long periods of
time, follow sales trend
Little to do to break trend, try to increa.se the tow points
Trying to deliver exact same experience which is greater challenge

R6

Number of likes/\ iews/eomments and sales of posted items

12. How do you try to increase engagement on your social media sites?
R1

Still transitioning into using social media for business purposes

R4

Often times we will provide customers with a sale if they check-in on Facebook
when they come into our store. Or, we have different ways for our employees
and customers to interact together to generate traffic on our Facebook page

R5

Just being conscious of when to tweet and post, deliver impacting and
interesting content, switch it up, weary of deleting emails (keep them all)

R6

Ask questions

13. What were/are some of your main concerns when building up your social media
programs?
R1

Uncertainty of who’s out there and what the best use of social media was,
worried if using social media incorrectly

R4

We need to have an employee who can have all of their focus on social media so
that it is not a distraction from our jobs and so that someone can monitor it
better. We could also use someone to make a website for us and explore that
option a little more

R5

Not knowing exactly what is was, started on Twitter 7 years ago for Garden and
Gun very young, it didn’t make sense back then, a little presumptuous
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rcali/cd ilic itow cr of ii late, create a persona
Trepidation w ith lack of into
Weary id' the pow er it could pro\ ide
R6

Want them to be engaging information and interesting so that we have steady
stream of users aiul \ iew s. Not to over-post as to irritate customers.

14. Do you think you can o\ er-participate in social media? Can that have a negative
impact on the w ay your target market views your company?
R1

Yes
Worst thing, but 1 understand how social media can become addictive and some
people can't help it

R4

Yes. definitely. People will ignore posts if they start getting annoyed with an
overnow of posts or updates so you need to find a balance. You don’t want to
lose followers beeause you are bombarding them with constant pictures,
updates, and statuses
Can have a negative impact, if people find you annoying they w'ill stop
following you or see your posts in a negative light even if they like what you are
posting

R5

Yes
Get dismissed

R6

Yes
Yes, can become annoying and cause people to stop following

15. What impact do you think social media has on consumer buying behavior? Are
your consumers more willing to interact with your company because of your
presence online? Do they trust you more? Do your consumers come to purchase
things from your company because of your social media efforts?
R1

More vocal, 80-85% of consumers look online at housing first, see it eventually
becoming 100%

R4

I think that if you provide your customers with the right information and content
then they will visit your site and stores more and therefore buy more

Yes, and by responding quickly to them and their questions and requests than
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tlicN rcspoiul pivsitix cl\ lo your company and are more likely to continue buying
lVc')m \oLi

The more w e ha\ c participated online the more I have found that customers are
ccimim: in and askine for thinus they have seen online
R5

People ec>nie more, creates opportunity for trust, sell what you promise, if don’t
deli\er w ill sidfer

Younger people are suseeptible of buying into promise of an experience,
susceptible to social pressure

Yes, for some people social media works to their benefit
R6

Immediacy of buying-able to show products as soon as it arrives. Also
customers are more educated because of exposure to bloggers, etc.
Yes, trust more
Yes, see customers purchasing more because of social media efforts

16. How has the introduction of the “social” tab on Google Analytics impacted the
way you utilize social media? Has it made you realize what platforms work better
for you than others? Did you already have that information before the “social
tab?
R1

Doesn’t use

R4

Doesn’t use

R5

Don’t use

R6

N/A

17. dow do you deal with the negative comments that may be posted on your social
media?
R1

Respond with honest answers and in a timely way, want to have negative
comments - best way to learn is when a mistake of yours is pointed out, you
won’t make the same mistake again

R4

So far, we haven’t had to deal with any negative comments, but if we do ever
get any then we will respond to them in the best and most friendly way possible
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R5

Ha\ c polic\ tliai an\ ncyati\c coinmoni is directed to him, he responds
pcrsitnallN
l’suall\ \\ hen lia\ e a complaint, just want to be heard
You tell mo \\ hat we can do to fix it, don't want to lose a customer

.Shortcoming id anonymous posting - nothing you can do about it

l.ct them air all iii ic\ ances and then talk to how to fix it, do everything to
address eomplaints persoiicdly
R6

Ned really aJ^plicahle. 1 see negative conmients on competitors sites tind try not
to make those same mistakes

18. Do you think soeial media has itnpacted the customer service of your company?
How^
R1

Yes
Increase questions and information fiow

R4

Yes, we have foeused more on serving our customers quickly and efficiently
which we had never really done on Facebook before

R5

Don’t do much in terms of customer service

R6

Yes, by allow'ing customers to be engaged and “talk” to us

19. Are you exploring new kinds of social media platforms?
R1

Yes, Facebook business pages and Pinterest

R4

Right now we are trying to focus on perfecting the social media platfonns we
are already on and finding ways to fully utilize them before we decide to
introduce a new kinds of social media platform into the mix

R5

No

R6

Yes, VINE

20. Do you think your company could be as successful today without social media?
R1

Not sure

R4

No, I think it has definitely helped reach more customers outside of Oxford and
also helped customers in Oxford stay better informed
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R5

I lard to sa\. increase soeial media and increase in meals per capita that are being
consumed outside of the tiome each year
People w ill alw a\s go vuit and Oxford is a captive audience

R6

Yes, but it w ould be expensive to educate customers, build brand identity, and
intorm our cusiomers
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Appendix B;
Quantitative Survey
Questions and
Responses

Dear Sir/Madain;

I am a sludcni ai ihe I’nix ei sii\ ot'Mississippi working on my senior thesis for the Sally
McDonnell Barksdale 1 lonoi s College. 1 would like to gather information that will help
me understand your percepiimis, attitudes, and beliefs about social media and business
marketing, d'he infttrmaiion 1 w ill ccillect w ill not be used externally for academic
research, puhlicaticm, or presentation at public meetings. Your answers will be reported
in aggregate fm in. riiis research project is supervised by my thesis advisor, Dr. Victoria
Bush, Professor of Marketing at the Cnixersity of Mississippi.

I would greatly appreciate it if you could answer a few questions. Your participation is
extremely important ti'i me and w ill be kept confidential and anonymous. We are simply
interested in your perceptions - therefore there is no right or wrong answer.

If you have any concerns or questions, please feel free to contact me through e-mail:
mamedono C co.cdcmiss.edu. Or. you can contact Dr. Victoria Bush at 662.915.7742, or
e-mail; \ buslK<'' bus.ctlemiss.edu.

Thanks for your time.

Margaret McDonald, Principal Investigator
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C'tMisumci Aiiiiudcs towards Brands and Advertisins Efforts on Social Media

Q8 Before Answeniie die lollowing sur\e\ questions, take a moment to think about your
personal use of social media l or shopping and researching products. Social media can be defined
as "weh sites and other online means of coinmimication that are used by large groups of people to
share information and to desclop social and professional contacts
Q1 Do you participate m social media'.’
O

Yes ( 1 )

O

No (2)

If No Is Selected, Then Skip To Gender:

Q2 Why do you participate in scicial media'.’

Always(1)
To talk with

Most of the

Sometimes

Time(2)

(3)

o

o

O

o
o

o
o

o
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Rarely(4)

Never(5)

o

o

o
o

o
o

o

o

o

o

friends/family ( 1 )
To play games (2)
To shop(3)
To research

I

I

I

products (4)
To leave product
comments/reviews

(3)
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Q3 How ol tcn do \ou particiiviic in the lollow ing'?(H you do not piulicipate in blogs or other
social media platlorms. please t\pe N7A in the te\t boxes)
Very Active
(I)
Facebook ( 1 )

Sonietinics
Active(3)

Usually
Active (2)

J>

Twitter (2)
Pinterest (3)
Instagram (4)

Not Active

Rarely
Active(4)

(5)
I

o

O

O

O

o
o

o
o

o
o
o

O

Urbanspoon
(-3)

o

o

o

o

Linked In (6)

o

o

O

O

o

o

o
o
o

MySpace (S)

o

o
o
o

Foursquare
(9)

o

o

o

o

o

YouTube( 10)

o
o

o

o

O

O

o
o

o
o

Google+ (7)

Yelp (1 1)

I

I

Blog; please
list titles of
blogs you
participate in,
separated by
commas(12)

o

o

o

o

o

Other(13)

o

o

o

o

o
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Q4 Before answenne tlie fi41o\v mg questions, iliink about how you share infomiation about
product experiences through social media:

Always(I)

Sometimes
(3)

Most of the

Time(2)
I explain
positive
product
experiences to
my friends m
social media

J

Rarely(4)

o

o

o

(1)
I make positive
product ratings
on social
communication

Never(5)

O

I

I

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

sites (2)
I share my
complaints
about products
in social media

(3)
I make
negative
comments on
unsuccessful

!

O

o

o

products in
social media
(4)

1
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Q20 How do > ou search for information about products/companies through social media?
Always(I)

Most of the

Sometimes

Time(2)

(3)

Rarely(4)

Never(5)

I recei\ e
recommendations
of my friends
about products
through social
media (I )

!

o

O

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

O

Q

o

o

o

o

O

o

o

o

o

o

I investigate the
discussions about
products or firms
in social media
(2)
I investigate the
comments about

\
\

products or firms
in social media
(3)
I

I ask for help
from my friends
about product or
firm selection
through social
media(4)
I investigate
product ratings in
social media(5)

/
I
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Q2 1 \\ iK-n ifst

piiHiuv. i>« or shi'ppinu online, please rate the following:

Always(I)

Most of the

Sometimes(3)

Rarely(4)

Never(5)

Tinx:(2)
I get
information
ahoul jiroclnets
h\ the helii of
sharing m the
social metlia
tools ( 1 )

J

1 investigate
firm pages
created m
social media

o

O

o

o

o

o

(2)
1 commnmcate
with personnel
of firms

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

through social
mediti (?>)
1 request
information
from firms
through social

media (4)
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Q5 Read each ol ihe tollow 1115: suilemenis and rate them based on your personal opinion;

Strongly
Agree
(I)

Agree
(2)

Somewhat
Agree(3)

Neither
Agree
nor
Disagree
(4)

Somewhat
Disagree
(5)

Disagree
(6)

Strongly
Disagree
(7)

1 am more
likel\ to
shop at a
store w ith a

o

o

O

o

o

soeial media
page ( 1 )
I feel more
personalis
eonneeted
to a
eompany
that

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

O

o

o

partieipates
in soeial
media (2)
A eompany
ean he
sueeessful
today
without
participating
in social
media
platforms
(3)
A company
with social
media has
better
customer
service (4)
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Q6 Rale your allilude tow ai ds ihc amount a company reaches out to you via social media:

Very
j irritating(1)
Once a week

Somewhat

Neutral(3)

irritating(2)

Somewhat
welcomed (4)

Very
welcomed (5)

O

O

O

O

o

Tw'ice a week
(2)

o

O

o

O

o

Every other
day (3)

O

O

o

o

o

Every day (4)

o

o

o

o

o

Multiple
times a day
(5)

o

o

o

o

o
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Q9 Rci’er to ilic Uilluw ing siuiaiioii when answering the following questions:

You are

visiting a new cit\ that you ha\ e ne\ er been to before. Think about the sources of information
you would use to lind a resiaurant.
QIO What types of online aeti\ ities do you do to find a restaurant?
Strongly
Agree(1)

Neither

Agree(2)

Disagree(4)

Agree nor
Disagree(3)

Strongly
Disagree(5)

1 find
information
about
restaurants
through
restaurant
review sites like

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Yelp or
Urbanspoon (1)
1 seek out
information
from family and
. friends through
social media (2) ,
I "Google"
restaurants in
my area and
make my
selection based
upon consumer |
reviews (3)
!

I
'

I research
restaurants

!
i

through social
media and
make my
selection based

|
|
j
i

upon their
social media

;

pages(4)
1 seek out
! word-of-mouth
information
about the local
restaurants (5)

I

I
|
I
;

1 can tell a lot
about the
'
quality of a
restaurant based '
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upon tlioir
brand (6)
My cluiicc oi'
"brandname"resiauranl

o

o

o

O

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

says sometliing
about me as a
person (7)
The reputation
of a restaurant
is important
when
considering
dining there (8)
I evaluate the
visual
appearance of a
restaurant
before deciding
I to eat there (9)
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Q1 1

Refer it> ihe seeiuii lo u hen answering the following questions; It is your birthday and you

are looking l\u' a new outfit to hii\.
Q12 Consider the tollowing statements when you aa' shopping for clothing:

Strongly
Agree(I)

Neither

Agree(2)

Disagree(4)

Agree nor
Disagree(3)

Strongly
Disagree(5)

A retailer
must have a
social media
page befme 1
consider

O

O

O

o

O

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

shopping

j

there ( 1 )
Brand name
clothing is
important
when
considering a
purchase (2)
i

Using brands
can help me
connect with
other people
and social

I

groups(3)
1 can tell a lot
about a
products
quality from
the brand

^

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

name (4)
My choice of
brand name
says
something
about me as a ;
'

person (5)

!

I prefer to
shop online
than visit a

'

I

I

i
,

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

O

physical store

(6)
Before
I

making my
purchase
decision, T
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rcscardi ihc
product and
brand ihrougii
social media
(7)
1 seek out
word-ofllK)Ulh

O

O

o

o

o

O

O

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

in formal i(Ml
about retailers
(H)
1 look at
product
ratings online
before making
a purchase (9)
1 read reviews
about clothing
stores( 10)

Q13 Have you ever had a problem with a product ordered online?
O

Yes (1)

O

No (2)

Q14 Have you ever left a complaint on the social media page of a company?
O

Yes(l)

O

No(2)

Q15 Did the company respond to your complaint?
O

Yes(l)

O

No (2)

If No Is Selected, Then Skip To Gender:
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Q16 How siiusricd wen.- \ou wall iho aciious taken b\ the company?

Strongly
Agree(I)

Agree(2)

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree(3)

Disagree(4)

Strongly
Disagree(5)

I was satisfied
with the
actions taken
by the
company alter
receiving my
complaint ( 1 )

o

o

O

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

I believe that,
in general,
businesses
take
customers
seriously (2)
I believe that
one person
can influence
1

many people
about a bad
customer care
experience (3)
I believe that

;

blogs, online
rating
systems, and
discussion
forums can
give
consumers a
greater voice
in effecting
'
changes in
customer care !
(4)
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I

Q17 CiLMidcr;
O

Male ( 1 )

O Female (2)

QIH Age;
O

18-25( 1 )

O 26-35(2)
O 36-45(3)
O 46-55 (4)
O 55 or older (5)

Q19 Oceupation;
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